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PART I: BACKGROUND

With the adoption of the Constitution of Somalia in 2012, a Somali Federal Government replaced a transitional government after two decades of civil war. As a consequence of conflict, public institutions were severely damaged and Somalia's development and humanitarian indicators remain among the lowest globally. With national partners, IDLO is helping rebuild and strengthen institutions, as a precondition to improving the lives of Somali citizens. This includes strengthening the justice sector, to help achieve sustainable pathways to peace and security.

During 2019–2020, IDLO studied six alternative dispute resolution (ADR) Centers in Somalia and their contribution to access to justice, within the context of Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 16 of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. Agenda 2030 offers an overarching framework in which to view development achievements and SDG 16 provides guidance to advance a peaceful and inclusive society, access to justice for all, and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions.

Culminating in this report, the research focused on justice seeker needs, consistency with justice administration standards, gaps or barriers, performance and comparative perspectives, and recommendations for policy and programming. The core goal of the research is to provide evidence of the progress, quality and responsiveness of ADR Centers as a justice mechanism in Somalia, particularly with respect to access to justice for marginalized populations, with consideration for available resources and the existing political, socio-economic and service environment. This report is divided into the following sections:

Part I: Background
Part II: Methodology and Framework of Analysis
Part III: Research Findings
Part IV: Conclusion and Recommendations

An integral part of achieving SDG 16 is adopting a people-centered approach that ensures inclusive engagement, involving women and marginalized groups. As noted by the Task Force on Justice, a “people-centered approach to justice starts with an understanding of people’s justice needs and designs solutions to respond to them”, through a justice system that is open and inclusive.1

UNDERSTANDING JUSTICE TRADITIONS IN SOMALIA

Somalia maintains a pluralistic justice system, which is a legacy of four legal traditions – Xeer customary law, religious sharia law, Italian civil law, and British common law. With the collapse of Somali judicial institutions during the civil war, people relied on long-standing forms of dispute resolution, including Xeer, and ad hoc mechanisms established by militia factions.2 During the war and its aftermath, Somalis continued to rely on the strengths and durability of the Xeer system, contributing to its increased importance in the country.3 Indeed, through the years, Xeer has become a primary source of law used to settle disputes in Somalia.4

---

Historically, as adjacent clans competed over scarce natural resources, particularly water and land, a customary code of conduct, known as Xeer, which translates as “agreement”, took form and governed the relations and disputes among members of different clan units. Xeer has become a “tradition that has been passed down orally from one generation to the next” based on voluntary acceptance of the system by all parties, thus facilitating compliance. Under the Xeer process, once a conflict has occurred, male elders discuss matters until they reach an acceptable agreement.

In Xeer custom there is an emphasis on collective responsibility by family or clans for the actions of individual members. This evolved to protect individual members unable to pay compensation for grievances, which risks triggering a cycle of revenge killing and loss of important members with resulting economic and security implications. Xeer is mainly based on precedent, however, it is not a static legal system; instead, it varies across clans – particularly between south-central Somalia and northern regions. Its norms evolve over time to reflect new agreements among clans and emerging practices grounded, for example, on land acquisition by stronger clans or the need to protect a weaker clan.

The widespread use and application of Xeer is not without concern, particularly in relation to gender equality and human rights. Aspects of Xeer custom may violate provisions of the Somali Provisional Constitution, particularly when it comes to the rights of women and other vulnerable groups. Indeed, “while Xeer is an efficient mechanism for regulating inter-clan affairs and maintaining stability, it fails to provide adequate protection for vulnerable groups and tolerates harmful customary practices in abrogation of both international human rights standards and Sharia”. Additionally, the lack of recognition of customary law in Somalia’s national legal framework, a generalized lack of accountability, and a lack of structured linkages between formal and customary systems create confusion among individuals as well as courts as to the legal status and role of Xeer.

Justice challenges

In 2019, 3 per cent of the Federal Government’s total budget for the fiscal year was allocated to the justice sector (US$10.3 million out of a total amount of US$344.2 million). Of this portion, the majority (US$6.7 million) was allocated to the police Custodial Corps with a little over US$700,000 allocated to the Ministry of Justice. With limited funding for the formal court system, issues such as the training and security of judges, low salaries, insufficient record-keeping and
enforcement, diversion of funds, and susceptibility to bribery and influence from powerful clans and lobbies continue to affect the transparency and accountability of the administration of justice. Coupled with no state-funded legal aid, formal court proceedings remain challenging and costly for a large spectrum of the population, which does not yet have full confidence in the independence and legitimacy of the judiciary.

Further, Somalia’s political and security context remains volatile. Federalist ideals clash with traditional clan divisions with corresponding delays in justice and security reforms and renewed instances of violence, creating popular pressure for social stabilization. While formal justice institutions are operationalized around colonial-era legislation and penal code provisions, a strong priority is given in the Somali context to ending violence and preventing future conflict, thus making customary justice – which emphasizes reconciliation and community harmony over protection of individual rights – more aligned with local values and priorities.

As shown by recent research, barriers to accessing formal court procedures in Somalia include fees charged “for every step” of the process, lower geographic accessibility and lower understanding of formal judicial processes by individuals, notably due to the complexity of the legal language used and the lack of a consensus-building approach, central to Somali customary justice.

Moreover, police and courts have insufficient capacity for matters involving vulnerable parties, resulting in discriminatory practices by police officers and judges. Poor enforcement of decisions contributes to individuals utilizing traditional dispute resolution and access to formal justice mechanisms presents barriers for marginalized and vulnerable groups, particularly women and children, internally displaced persons (IDPs) and minority clans. Recent studies highlight a persistent lack of capacity, infrastructure, resources and accountability throughout the formal judicial system.

Similarly, a major challenge in the Xeer customary system is the disadvantaged position of children, women and minority clans, as well as foreigners and husbands living with their wives’ clan. Customary justice mechanisms are predominantly composed of elderly males, selected by male community members based on status inherited from family members and reputation within the community.

Children lack basic legal protection in Somalia as Xeer norms “protects parents’ right to raise [children] without interference” and formal juvenile justice policy is underdeveloped. Ethnic minorities and minority clans are also considered to be in disadvantaged positions due to entrenched local power dynamics that result in minorities having little prospect of remedy against members of more powerful clans. Women remain virtually excluded from formal justice institutions due to structural discrimination, including limited education and training opportunities for women and girls, and a “culture of impunity for allegations of harassment and sexual assault.”

In general, women also have limited participation as decision makers and restricted influence in the Xeer system. Women’s access and participation as parties in customary justice are traditionally limited due to persisting cultural stigma towards women addressing male leaders directly. Women are usually represented by a male family member or another intermediary in hearings in front of elders.

---
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However, women’s participation varies significantly across districts: from women not even being permitted to attend Xeer meetings in some districts to being recognized as elders in others.

The detrimental outcomes for women in some Xeer decisions are also widely recognized. These include persistent lack of justice for victims/survivors of rape, the practice of giving women in marriage as a form of compensation from a perpetrator’s family to a victim’s family, and the practice of exchanging women in marriage between clans to end conflict.

Notably, research on gender-based violence against women (GBVAW) shows that enforcement of women’s rights remains a challenge in both customary and formal justice systems. A Sexual Offences Bill submitted to Federal Parliament in 2019 has yet to be approved and repeated concerns have been raised in relation to the Somali Penal Code’s current definition of sexual violence. GBVAW matters are often handled as collective clan responsibility, and without appropriate procedural safeguards in relation to conduct of hearings and evidentiary standards, leaving victims/survivors without justice and at risk of re-victimization and repeated trauma.

**IN FOCUS: Understanding gender-based violence against women**

An understanding of GBVAW is rooted in human rights law at the international, regional and national levels; in international, regional and domestic criminal law; in international humanitarian law; and in international, regional and national instruments to promote gender equality. Globally, adequate protections for women are scarce, particularly in countries lacking criminalization of specific forms of GBVAW such as domestic violence.

**Violence against women** means “all acts perpetrated against women which cause or could cause them physical, sexual, psychological, and economic harm, including the threat to take such acts; or to undertake the imposition of arbitrary restrictions on or deprivation of fundamental freedoms in private or public life in peace time and during situations of armed conflicts or of war”.

**Gender-based violence** (GBV) is “violence that is directed against a woman because she is a woman or that affects women disproportionately. It includes acts that inflict physical, mental or sexual harm or suffering, threats of such acts, coercion and other deprivations of liberty”.

**Sexual and gender-based violence** (SGBV) refers to GBV, but with an added emphasis on the need to address sexual violence in the emergency stages of humanitarian intervention. Similarly, an explicit definition of **domestic violence** means “all acts of physical, sexual, psychological or economic violence that occur within the family or domestic unit or between former or current spouses or partners, whether or not the perpetrator shares or has shared the same residence with the victim”.

Internationally, a consensus has emerged on the use of GBVAW as a “term that makes explicit the gendered causes and impacts” of all forms of violence against women. References to women are inclusive of girls as violence that is gender-based affects women throughout their lives.

---

31 It was discussed during prior consultations with elders that the outcome for female victims of rape can depend on clan dynamics, for example, women from minority clans rarely get “justice” if the perpetrator is from a majority clan. However, if the woman involved is from a majority clan and the accusation is against a man from a minority clan, the woman is more likely to receive some form of “justice”.

32 This would only be if requested or consented to as a way to resolve the dispute by the victim’s family.

33 Sexual violence is classified “as an ‘offence against modesty and sexual honor’ rather than as a violation of bodily integrity”. See Human Rights Watch (2020).


38 There has been growing acknowledgement in literature and by practitioners that sexual violence exists as part of a “continuum of violence” which females are exposed to often multiple times throughout their lifespans, in peacetime as well as humanitarian emergencies and that related programming should reflect the full spectrum of violations of which sexual violence is only one. See, for instance, Jeanne Ward, “It’s Not About the Gender Binary, it’s About the Gender Hierarchy: A Reply to Letting Go of the Gender Binary”, International Review of the Red Cross, vol. 98 (2016), p. 275; and Liz Kelly, “The Continuum of Sexual Violence”, in Maynard, M., Hamner, J. (Eds.), Women, Violence and Social Control (London, Palgrave Macmillan, 1987), pp. 46–60.


41 Ibid., para. 14.
NATIONAL POLICY AND IDLO PROGRAMMING

Recognizing that discrimination and unjust outcomes can undermine any justice process and by extension peace and security, with IDLO support, the Somali Federal Government developed the current National ADR Policy in 2016. It outlines the Federal Government’s position on Xeer processes and practices and prioritizes areas to support the progressive reform of the Xeer system in Somalia, including “gender equity” in Xeer.\(^\text{42}\) Notably, there is recognition for the important balance needed to preserve existing socio-political structures and cultural values while realizing rights for all Somalis.\(^\text{43}\)

Rigid or excessively bureaucratic structures for Xeer ADR risk de-legitimization\(^\text{44}\) and balance is needed to safeguard Xeer’s essential role in preventing conflict and maintaining peace within and among Somali clans. As shown in Figure 1, focusing on seven core areas, the overarching policy goal is to “contribute to ensuring access to free and fair justice and dispute resolution for all Somalis regardless of economic class, gender, age, clan or ethnicity”.\(^\text{45}\)

Figure 1: National policy on Xeer

ONE Linkages between justice mechanisms
TWO Compliance with Provisional Constitution and human rights
THREE Gender equity in Xeer
FOUR The protection of children’s rights and well-being in Xeer
FIVE Legitimacy of decision makers (elders) in Xeer
SIX Clan equity in Xeer processes and decisions
SEVEN Miscellaneous matters (i.e. building knowledge base)

Complementing concurrent strengthening of the formal judicial system in Somalia, IDLO has supported the establishment of six ADR Centers in Benadir (Hamar-Jajab, Hodan and Karan) and Puntland State (Galkayo, Buhoodle and Badhan), in addition to 10 ADR Centers established with the support of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). Nine additional IDLO-supported Centers are planned to open.\(^\text{46}\) All six IDLO-supported ADR Centers include women among ADR staff, as shown in Table 1.

\(^{45}\) National ADR Policy, p. 6.
\(^{46}\) This programming also focuses on: enhancing knowledge of basic human rights standards and sharia law and national law for Adjudicators; training and embedding paralegals in each Center; enhancing data collection skills, analysis of data and reporting of ADR staff; enhancing women’s engagement in ADR Centers by training women with a relevant role in the community as well as creating opportunities to increase legal awareness on women’s rights at the community level.
Table 1: ADR Centers in Somalia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGION</th>
<th>ADR CENTER DISTRICTS (as of April 2020)</th>
<th>CENTER ADJUDICATORS (as of April 2020)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BENADIR</td>
<td>Hamar-Jajab</td>
<td>2 women; 7 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hodan</td>
<td>2 women; 6 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Karan47</td>
<td>3 women; 8 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galmudug</td>
<td>Dhusamreb</td>
<td>2 women; 14 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirshabelle</td>
<td>Jowhar</td>
<td>2 women; 11 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jubaland</td>
<td>Kismayo</td>
<td>2 women; 5 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Garbaharey</td>
<td>2 women; 6 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puntland</td>
<td>Galkayo</td>
<td>2 women; 10 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buhoodle</td>
<td>2 women; 10 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Badhan</td>
<td>2 women; 10 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Burtinle</td>
<td>0 women; 5 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dhadhar</td>
<td>0 women; 5 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bossasso</td>
<td>0 women; 7 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Garowe</td>
<td>0 women; 5 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South west</td>
<td>Baidoa</td>
<td>15 women; 15 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hudur</td>
<td>2 women; 7 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Regions</td>
<td>16 Centers</td>
<td>169 Adjudicators (38 women and 131 men)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADR Centers represent a unique model of justice delivery aimed at facilitating the settlement of disputes through the use of informal dispute resolution methods. Importantly, the ADR process blends elements of arbitration, mediation and other conventional ADR methods while preserving alignment with customary norms and emphasizing consensus-building and voluntary agreement of parties.

With an average yearly operational cost ranging between US$40,000 and US$50,000 per Center, ADR offers a cost-effective complement to formal judicial mechanisms which are still being rebuilt in Somalia, aimed at ensuring wider justice accessibility, including through standard referral to competent formal authorities where appropriate.

Standard Operating Procedures

In June 2018, IDLO supported the Ministry of Justice in developing Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for ADR Centers. These were revised in 2019 and included a complaint registration form to record information about matters brought to the Centers.48 The SOPs contain a set of guidelines and regulations outlining the ADR process and provide a framework to ensure adjudication and practices within the Centers are efficient and consistent across Centers, transparent and accountable, and in line with international principles.49

Importantly, the SOPs are aimed at institutionalizing customary dispute resolution practices in order to “form and maintain a workable and administratively effective Alternative/Customary dispute resolution process to solve disputes or conflicts”, while preserving and strengthening linkages and coordination between the formal and the customary justice systems, in accordance with the ADR National Policy objectives.50

47 One female Adjudicator joined the Karan roster following completion of key informant interviews and participated only in a focus group discussion.
48 Government of Federal Republic of Somalia Ministry of Justice and Judiciary Affairs, Alternative Dispute Resolution Standard Operating Procedure, Alternative Dispute Resolution Unit, June 2018, later revised in September 2019 and adopted by the Ministry of Justice in February 2020. The SOPs are conceived as a living document and may be further revised following roll out in Federal Member States to address limits and gaps that might arise from operational experience.
50 Ibid., section 3.
**Principal aim of ADR Centers**

The mandate of ADR Centers is to facilitate the resolution of disputes through ADR which includes:

- Facilitating the settlement of disputes through arbitration, mediation and other voluntary dispute resolution procedures
- Strengthening the linkages between formal and informal ADR justice
- Promoting gender equality and ensuring women and men have equal access to ADR mechanisms and that equal weight is given to women’s and men’s voices, arguments and testimonies, as parties and witnesses
- Promoting the rule of law to avoid inconsistency with national law and relevant international law and ensure equal access to justice for all in Somalia
- Modernizing traditional Somali culture to enhance the role of resolving disputes through elders and ulama (Islamic scholars) while ensuring compliance with sharia law, national laws and human rights; and
- Providing ADR Center staff and Adjudicators with training on ADR practices and approaches across Somalia.

Each ADR Center has, within its respective district/region, the jurisdiction to hear and issue decisions over civil disputes and select non-serious crimes between two or more individuals that can be remedied by awarding monetary damages or restitution. In doing so, sharia law and principles and Xeer practices may be applied, provided there is no conflict with relevant human rights standards and sharia law and principles.

According to SOPs, section 10, each ADR Center is assigned with a roster of Adjudicators, male and female, and an administrative team responsible for the overall management of ADR Center activities. While administrative team members, including paralegals, are recruited through competitive processes by the Ministry of Justice, the latter appoints Adjudicators upon consultation with community representatives and institutional stakeholders. Table 2 provides an overview of the staff of each ADR Center.

---

**Table 2: ADR Center staff roles and responsibilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>One Coordinator per region</th>
<th>Appointment: Recruited by the Ministry of Justice through a competitive process.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main responsibilities:</strong> Leading and overseeing the day-to-day operations and overall management of ADR Centers including:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) case filing and registration;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) submitting periodical financial and narrative performance reports to the Ministry of Justice; and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) coordinating the creation of a network between the ADR Centers and complementary legal, psychological, health and women’s support services at the community level.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One Clerk per center</strong></td>
<td>Appointment: Recruited by the Ministry of Justice through a competitive process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main responsibilities:</strong> Performing a record-keeping role under the supervision of the ADR Coordinator including:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) receiving, registering and filing disputes or complaints submitted to the Center which the Center has jurisdiction to hear; and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) maintaining and safekeeping case registers, records, case files and all documents for disputes filed and decisions rendered by the Center.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One Paralegal per center</strong></td>
<td>Appointment: Assigned by the Ministry of Justice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main responsibilities:</strong> Assisting parties in resolving their dispute including:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) providing legal assistance and advice to ADR Center users; (b) making referrals to community-based organizations for integrated support and counseling; (c) advising Adjudicators on international human rights standards, sharia law, national law, and the SOPs; (d) identifying and referring matters outside of Center jurisdiction; (e) supporting ADR Clerks in the correct classification of cases and data entry; and (f) contributing to creating accountability mechanisms for the Center at the community level.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roster of 10-15 Adjudicators per center</strong></td>
<td>Appointment: Selected by the Ministry of Justice upon consultation with community representatives and institutional stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main responsibilities:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) mediating and encouraging disputing parties to resolve their dispute based on agreement, resorting to arbitration if parties are not able to agree; (b) ensuring that disputing parties are given equal opportunity to express their positions and opinions; and (c) assuring a safe, constructive, cooperative, problem-solving environment by offering suggestions on alternatives or proposing solutions which lead to the resolution of the dispute.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PART II: METHODOLOGY AND FRAMEWORK OF ANALYSIS

METHODOLOGY

To study the six IDLO-supported ADR Centers, primary data collection was conducted over a period of nine months (July 2019 to March 2020). A national Lead Researcher supported by three Research Assistants (one in Puntland and two in Benadir) collected and analyzed data with support and guidance from IDLO. This report presents the findings from combined desk review and primary data collected through a participatory process and mixed methods. Figure 2 outlines the research methods utilized, which were designed to triangulate information and assess alignment with existing national policy.51

Figure 2: Summary of research methods

- **Desk review**
  - Context, legal framework and comparative perspectives

- **Key informant interviews**
  - 64 interviewees (17 women and 47 men) among ADR Center actors – Coordinators, Clerks, paralegals and Adjudicators

- **User feedback survey**
  - 155 users (60 women and 95 men) of the Centers during 2019

- **Case file review**
  - 447 case files during 2019 from 6 Centers

- **Focus group discussions**
  - 3 groups among Clerks, paralegals, women Adjudicators and women community leaders for a total of 25 participants

- **Case studies**
  - 3 Adjudicators (2 women and 1 man)
  - 4 users (3 women and 1 man)

- **Observation**
  - 2 rounds at 6 Centers by 2 researchers for a total of 120 hours (10 hours/Center/round)

- **Validation workshops**
  - Regional forum with experts, workshop with national stakeholders, and online workshop with Puntland government and partners (UNDP)

Notably, revision of the 2019 SOPs was ongoing during the study of the six IDLO Centers, and the majority of key informant interviews were conducted on ADR actors who had participated in a single training on the prior version of the SOPs, resulting in a lag between the understanding expressed by ADR actors and the regulatory content of the current version of the SOPs presented in this report. There are also necessarily limitations to the findings, which include self-reported data and uneven data availability.52 As well, insecurity and stigma around GBVAW inhibited data collection in some instances.

---

51 National ADR Policy, Annex I: Strategy for the Implementation of the Xeer Policy, p. 14. Articulated questions in the Policy include: what principles inform elders’ decision-making; who influences Xeer decisions and how; how do elders enforce the decisions they make, and are decisions made by elders respected by communities; and where do women have authority.

52 Insecurity impacted the scope and scale of data collection as it restricted opportunities to travel for observations and collection of case files and made it difficult to reach Center users. Response rates in the phone-administered user feedback survey were generally low in all Center locations. Further, limited or unclear recorded case file data meant it was not possible to identify a representative, stratified sample of Center users to interview and impeded a complete analysis of information related to disputes brought to ADR Centers.
FRAMING OF ANALYSIS

The existing National ADR Policy and standards detailed in the SOPs provide a primary framework for analysis of research findings, however, more broadly, universally applicable standards adopted under the auspices of the United Nations serve as the normative basis for activities in support of justice and the rule of law. There is no single definition of access to justice, but it is commonly understood and defined as “the ability of people to seek and obtain a remedy through formal or informal institutions of justice, and in conformity with human rights standards.” International human rights law recognizes pluralism within States, provided that the legal system conforms with international human rights standards. As research identifies:

“people-centered justice services encompass a growing spectrum of processes and procedures in addition to formal judicial and non-judicial proceedings: alternative mechanisms for dispute resolution such as mediation, online dispute resolution, paralegals, public legal education providers, community advocates, collaborative service provision from legally-trained and other professionals, and pre- and post-resolution support”.

The international legal foundation for access to justice is recognized in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and enshrined in international human rights law. Relevant articles within international human rights instruments include provisions outlining the general principle of non-discrimination in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). These standards prohibit discrimination on several grounds: “race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status”. Article 26 of the ICCPR, which guarantees the right to equality before courts and tribunals, specifically applies the principle of non-discrimination.

The ideal of access to justice for all is not without significant challenges, especially in conflict-affected countries. Elements obstructing justice or influencing access to justice have been identified. Practical categorizations to classify various barriers to access to justice include: legal and regulatory barriers; economic and financial barriers; practical and institutional barriers; and cultural and social barriers. In the context of ADR Centers, which are rooted in local communities as customary and informal justice mechanisms, a number of these traditional barriers are removed, yet many also remain.

Those who are poor, geographically isolated or otherwise vulnerable are especially affected by barriers as they struggle with legal issues related to housing, family, debt, crime, property and other matters that affect their well-being, and often cannot obtain assistance in resolving their legal problems. Unable to afford lawyers and ignored by authorities, their rights are routinely violated under discriminatory laws or due to a lack of legal means to enforce norms that should protect them. It is thus necessary to adopt a rights-based approach to analyze justice service delivery, reflecting on human rights standards across three dimensions of justice – structural, procedural and normative – as shown in Figure 3.

53 The Secretary-General has stated in his report, “The normative foundation for our work in advancing the rule of law is the Charter of the United Nations itself, together with the four pillars of the modern international legal system: international human rights law; international humanitarian law; international criminal law, and international refugee law. This includes the wealth of United Nations human rights and criminal justice standards developed in the last half-century. These represent universally applicable standards adopted under the auspices of the United Nations and must therefore serve as the normative basis for all United Nations activities in support of justice and the rule of law.” [S/2004/161, para. 9].
56 UDHR, Articles 1, 2.
57 ICCPR, Article 2(1); ICESCR, Article 2(1).
58 See UNDP, “Access to Justice Practice Note” [UNDP, 2004], p. 4. The United States Institute for Peace (USIP) elaborates further: “There is no access to justice where citizens (especially marginalized groups) fear the system, see it as alien, and do not access it; where the justice system is financially inaccessible; where individuals have no lawyers; where they do not have information or knowledge of rights; or where there is a weak justice system. Access to justice involves normative legal protection, legal awareness, legal aid and counsel, adjudication, enforcement, and civil society oversight.” See USIP, “Necessary Condition: Access to Justice”, available at: https://www.usip.org/guiding-principles-stabilization-and-reconstruction-the-web-version/rule-law/access-to-justice.
61 Ibid.
In the Somali context, these three dimensions were analyzed through a layered approach drawing from:

1. **National policy**: to assess whether Centers are operating in alignment with national policy objectives and operating procedures across all dimensions as detailed in the 2016 National ADR Policy and the 2019 SOPs.

2. **Human rights**: to assess compliance, especially towards non-discrimination and gender equality, regional and global human rights standards were utilized in relation to *procedural* dimensions to assess compliance, especially towards non-discrimination and gender equality, including “whether parties to a dispute are treated equally, that their case is decided by a person with no interest in the case, who is obliged to render a decision solely on the basis of fact and objective rules rather than on personal preferences.”

   Additionally, the analysis relates to *structural (participation)* and *normative* dimensions, reviewing the practices and decisions of the Centers through the lens of international human rights standards for non-discrimination and equality, particularly for women and children.

3. **SDG 16**: to assess access to justice for all, SDG 16 targets were utilized in relation to *structural (accountability)* and *normative* dimensions and whether justice services offer quick, effective and fair responses to protect rights, prevent or resolve disputes, and control abuse of power through a transparent and efficient process that is available, affordable and accountable for all.

**Addressing gender-based violence against women**

It is well established that gender inequality is a concern in Somalia. The United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) provides for the obligation of States to ensure that women have access to remedies, in particular, access to competent, gender-sensitive dispute resolution systems. Regionally, the Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa (African Protocol on Women’s Rights), an accompanying protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (African Charter), advances the protection and the promotion of the rights of women in Africa, particularly in the context of customary justice systems, as shown in Table 3.

---

63 Ibid.
Table 3: Human rights obligations – African Charter and Protocol on Women’s Rights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARTICLE</th>
<th>OBLIGATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 2</td>
<td>Elimination of discrimination based on race, ethnic group, color, sex, language, religion, political or any other opinion, national and social origin, fortune, birth or other status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 3</td>
<td>Equality before the law and equal protection of the law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 7</td>
<td>Right to a fair trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 18(3)</td>
<td>Elimination of every discrimination against women and protection of the rights of women and children as stipulated in international declarations and conventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 2</td>
<td>Elimination of discrimination against women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 4</td>
<td>Prohibition of all forms of violence against women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 5</td>
<td>Obligation to eliminate all harmful practices against women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 6</td>
<td>Prohibition of marriage without the free and full consent of both parties and fixing the minimum age of marriage for women at 18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While Somalia has not yet ratified CEDAW or the African Protocol on Women’s Rights, the standards are universally recognized along with the UDHR, ICCPR, ICESCR, the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), and the African Charter, which provide a robust framework for equal protection before and under the law. General Recommendation No. 35 of the CEDAW Committee recognizes that the “prohibition of gender-based violence against women (GBVAW) has evolved into a principle of customary international law”\(^\text{66}\) and also provides guidance in preventing, responding to, prosecuting and punishing GBVAW while recognizing that matters can be adjudicated through ADR processes where:

- the referral is not mandatory or does not prevent women from accessing formal justice
- there is free and informed consent by the affected victims/survivors
- there are no indicators of further risks for the victims/survivors or their family members; and
- the ADR procedures empower victims/survivors and are provided by professionals trained to understand and adequately intervene in cases of GBVAW, ensuring protection of women’s and children’s rights, as well as an intervention with no stereotyping or re-victimization of women.\(^\text{67}\)

General Recommendation No. 35 also establishes the obligation to “[adopt] and implement effective measures to protect and assist women complainants and witnesses of gender-based violence before, during and after legal proceedings”. This includes providing appropriate and accessible protection mechanisms to prevent further or potential violence; ensuring access to free or low-cost legal aid, medical, psychosocial and counseling services for victims/survivors; and establishing and implementing “appropriate multi-sectoral referral mechanisms to ensure effective access of women survivors to comprehensive services, ensuring full participation of and cooperation with non-governmental women’s organizations”.\(^\text{68}\)

Moreover, States are urged to ensure effective access of victims to courts and tribunals and to enable authorities to adequately respond to all GBV cases, ensuring alleged perpetrators undergo a fair, timely and expeditious trial, imposing adequate penalties. Importantly, the Recommendation explicitly states that no fees or court charges should be imposed on victims/survivors.\(^\text{69}\)

---

\(^{66}\) CEDAW, General Recommendation No. 35, para. 2.  
\(^{67}\) Ibid., para. 32.  
\(^{68}\) Ibid., para. 40 b, cl and  element.  
\(^{69}\) Ibid., para 44.
Applying the framework

The international principles discussed identify an objective standard to consider how the substantive outcome in specific ADR Center cases compares with the expected outcome based on external objective human rights standards such as the right to life, protection against cruel, inhumane or degrading treatment, protection from discriminatory treatment, etc. Based on available evidence and desk review, the research identified matters such as gender-based crimes, inheritance and property ownership, children’s rights, and matters affecting minority and IDP groups as especially relevant for study.

In sum, the framework of inquiry and analysis considers whether justice services are available and how the services are delivered for the benefit of all Somalis, in order to inform policy options and recommendations. Necessarily, in order to identify policy avenues, the identified standards were used as a guiding lens to assess and analyze the information and data obtained. Accordingly, the following section presents main findings viewed through relevant national and international standards, with emphasis on the Somali National ADR Policy objectives, and SDG 16 targets. The strengths and limitations of the Centers are highlighted in relation to structural, procedural and normative dimensions of justice, identifying pathways for further programming and policy action.

COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES

Many countries have a customary law tradition that continues to have relevance and legitimacy. Throughout this report, examples will be highlighted of customary or ADR practices that present comparative perspectives from other countries in Africa.

PART III: RESEARCH FINDINGS

In line with the knowledge generation objective of the National ADR Policy, research findings are presented and structured to help supplement existing knowledge gaps where possible.

STRUCTURAL DIMENSION

This section focuses on strengths and limitations in the participation of marginalized groups and the accountability of ADR Centers. This includes staff composition (election and gender) and regulation of quality standards and disciplinary/removal procedures.

A. PARTICIPATION

General overview of cases

The total number of cases received in 2019 in the six ADR Centers was 1,068 – 337 cases in Benadir and 731 in Puntland. For this study, 447 case files were collected, and the number of cases reviewed per Center ranged from 32 to 130 as indicated in Figure 4. The Galkayo Center had the highest number of cases, which may be due to several factors. The Center is located near IDP camps and has one IDP representative among the roster of Adjudicators, who actively works to link IDPs in neighboring camps to the Center. Additionally, a working relationship with the First Instance Court of the District means cases are referred to the Center in instances where parties are not able to afford court fees. The Hodan Center had the lowest number of cases, linked to security concerns in the district due to recurrent terrorist attacks in areas surrounding the Center’s location and to the fact that the Center is located in a government building, thus increasing the risk of targeted attacks. Police and security forces at the front gate have increased oversight and safety measures, which were identified by Adjudicators as a deterrent for people to come to the Center.
Most individuals using the Centers were aged between 25 and 29 (28 per cent of the defendants and 26 per cent of the complainants). Figure 5 provides the ages of complainants and defendants in matters reviewed.

In Benadir, the majority of complainants were female (53 per cent) and the majority of defendants were male (75 per cent), with only Karan having more male complainants. Conversely, in Puntland, the majority of both complainants (56 per cent) and defendants (80 per cent) were male. More specifically, Badhan and Buhoodle had a majority of male complainants and defendants, with Galkayo being an exception with a majority of female complainants and male defendants. Table 4 provides a regional indication of gender in cases reviewed.
Table 4: Number of complainants and defendants by gender and region in case files reviewed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGION</th>
<th>COMPLAINANT/DEFENDANT</th>
<th>FEMALE</th>
<th>MALE</th>
<th>UNDISCLOSED</th>
<th>TOTAL CASES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complainants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENADIR</td>
<td></td>
<td>74 (53%)</td>
<td>64 (46%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>139 (31%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defendants</td>
<td>28 (20%)</td>
<td>104 (75%)</td>
<td>7 (5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUNTLAND</td>
<td>Complainants</td>
<td>135 (44%)</td>
<td>173 (56%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>308 (69%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defendants</td>
<td>63 (20%)</td>
<td>245 (80%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTALS</td>
<td>Complainants</td>
<td>209 (47%)</td>
<td>237 (53%)</td>
<td>1 (0.2%)</td>
<td>447 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defendants</td>
<td>91 (20%)</td>
<td>349 (78%)</td>
<td>7 (2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The larger number of female complainants and male defendants in Hodan, Hamar-Jajab and Galkayo may be explained by a higher proportion of cases categorized as family disputes. These included disputes over childcare costs or negligence towards other family-related duties such as lack of financial support for the wife, and requests for separation or divorce by female parties.70

Finally, in relation to geography, the majority of complainants resided in the same location as the Center where the matter was brought, while Hodan, Hamar-Jajab, Badhan and Buhoodle Centers also received cases from neighboring areas. Conversely, in Karan and Galkayo Centers, almost all cases came from these districts.

Participation of children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Section 27, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The adequate protection of children’s rights should be ensured by ADR Centers with referral to competent authorities for offences against children amounting to sexual violence or serious bodily harm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SOPs offer limited guidance on the participation and protection of children, leaving ADR Centers without clear guidelines. As shown in Figure 6, there were different views and available evidence on the participation of children. Some respondents stated that teenage children participate directly in the process, can bring a case and can be heard as witnesses. Others highlighted limited participation of children: a child participates to a certain extent if accompanied or represented by parents or the clan leader or another adult representative. For instance, in Badhan, children can participate only as parties to a case and if accompanied by parents, they are not heard as witnesses.

Conversely, about one fifth of ADR actors interviewed (19 per cent) affirmed that children do not participate at all and may come with parents but only listen in hearings and cannot be involved in discussions or participate, whether present in the Center or not. Article 12 of the CRC establishes that children, defined as individuals below the age of 18, shall “be provided the opportunity to be heard in any judicial and administrative proceedings affecting the child, either directly, or through a representative or an appropriate body, in a manner consistent with the procedural rules of national law”.71 Finally, others stated that ADR Centers rarely or never receive cases involving children.

---

70 At the time of data collection, the 2018 version of the SOPs for ADR Centers was in force which included divorce matters within ADR jurisdiction. These were subsequently excluded in the revised 2019 version following requests from representatives of Federal Member States.

Figure 6: ADR actor views on participation by children in the ADR process

The participation of children and the level of application of child-friendly measures would benefit from further study. Considerations for children’s age and evolving capacity appear to relate to whether prevalence is given to sharia or constitutional standards. Some respondents indicated 15 as the age of maturity, while others identified 13–14. The Somali Penal Code (1962) sets the minimum age of criminal responsibility at 14 years and provides for reduced punishment for persons aged 14 to 17 years.72

“A person is considered a child if he/she is under 15 years old. Those below the age of 15 are considered not responsible and are represented by their parents. Those above 15 years of age are listened to. If the case is complex, they are asked to bring along their family members.”

“If parents come with a married girl of 15 or 16, we listen to the children through their parents; if they don’t come with their parents and have their own families, we consider them as mature and if needed, we ask them to come back with their family/families.”

ADR actors

As noted by a respondent, “children may not be believed and are asked to bring parents to verify their claim”. The significant age gap between Adjudicators, only 10 per cent of whom are 35 or younger, and the young people who come to ADR Centers for disputes was identified as a challenge. In one case observed, a young man providing evidence was using slang and adjudicating sheikhs and elders found it difficult to understand and relate to the testimony.

Children’s participation

In **Uganda**, local council courts operate at village, parish and sub-county levels. The Local Council Courts Regulations (2007) lays out specific procedures for cases involving children: “(a) proceedings shall be held in camera (private); (b) proceedings shall be as informal as possible and by inquiry rather than by exposing a child to adversarial procedures; (c) parents or guardians of the child shall be present whenever possible; (d) a child shall have a right to be represented by a lawyer; (e) the court shall explain the right of appeal to the child”.73

Section 27 of the 2007 Regulations also details the types of offences committed by a child that are under the jurisdiction of local council courts and the types of decisions that may be issued: “A village local council court may, notwithstanding any penalty prescribed by the Penal Code Act […], make an order for any of the following reliefs in respect of a child against whom the offence is proved – (a) reconciliation; (b) compensation; (c) restitution; (d) community service; (e) apology; or (f) caution.”74

In **Sierra Leone**, piloting of court diversionary measures is implemented for children committing petty crimes, referring matters to local community actors for the negotiation of an agreed settlement through a child-friendly mediation process. In pilot districts, police, local courts and traditional chiefs refer matters involving children to trained community mediators who facilitate dispute settlement through a restorative justice approach. This allows other justice actors, including chiefs, to reduce their caseload.75

**Staffing composition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Staffing</th>
<th>Section 10, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADR Centers are managed by an administrative team composed of one Clerk, one paralegal and two support staff (cleaner and watchman) under the supervision of one ADR Coordinator per region and should maintain a roster of 10 to 15 Adjudicators with equal representation by men and women.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 7 and 8 show the composition of Adjudicators and Clerks at the ADR Centers during the time frame of the research, disaggregated by region, gender and age range as available. Women are represented at 26 per cent in Benadir where one Clerk is also a woman, and 15 per cent in Puntland.

![Figure 7: Composition of Adjudicators and Clerks by gender per region as of April 2020](image)


74 See Uganda Local Council Courts Regulations (2007), section 27. According to section 27(1), offences committed by a child falling under the jurisdiction of village local council courts include affray, common assault, bodily harm, theft, criminal trespass and malicious damage to property, among others, in accordance with relevant sections of the Penal Code Act (1950, as amended in 2007) and section 92(2) of the Children Act (1997, as amended in 2014).


76 Figure 7 shows the gender composition of the total number of adjudicators and clerks [70] working in IDLO’s six Centers as of April 2020.
In general, adjudicator rosters in each Center include a minimum of two women and the majority of Adjudicators were between the ages of 35 and 55 years. With respect to youth representatives, six Adjudicators were 35 years or younger, but many Adjudicators and Clerks explained that youth are not perceived as legitimate decision makers or mediators in Somali custom, where age and maturity are important factors for gaining respect and authority.

**Background of Adjudicators**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria for the selection of Adjudicators</th>
<th>Sections 18 and 19, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To qualify for selection and registration in an adjudicator roster, candidates must be the most qualified in the targeted districts and:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Identified and selected among specific social categories (elders, sheikhs and women as well businesspersons) to ensure a credible, authoritative and gender-balanced representation of the concerned community as well as representation of minority groups; and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Persons who are well-known and respected at the community level for their honesty, integrity, impartiality and service to their community as well as for their skills and experience in mediation and/or dispute resolution.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ministry of Justice consults with civil society and community leader organizations in districts to appoint a roster of Adjudicators for a Center.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In both regions, one or more sheikhs are required to be present, as well as one woman, leaving Xeer elders to generally be the most numerous. In Karan, uniquely, three Adjudicators identify themselves as both sheikh and Xeer elders. Overall, the majority of interviewed respondents and focus group participants affirmed that everyone participates equally in decision-making regardless of the nature of the case and the gender of the parties involved, and all rosters include women, sheikh and Xeer elder representation (Figure 9).

---

77 Hereinafter, figures presenting information collected from ADR actors refer to 59 key informant interview participants interviewed in 2019.
In line with National ADR Policy objectives and section 18 of the SOPs, all rosters include representation of different “social categories”, with some Centers including minority clan representatives and two Centers including IDP representatives.

In relation to inter-clan equity, ADR actors were asked their views on the importance of including representation of minority clans on Adjudicator Panels. With the exception of Badhan, where two respondents did not consider this an issue, there was unanimity in all Centers in considering minority clan representation important. A variety of reasons were provided including traditional and religious values of equality and the principle of equal participation of parties. The value of diversified clan representation was also linked to the need to build trust in the ADR Center for the community.

Some ADR actors highlighted the disadvantaged position of minority clans due to economic and power imbalances among clans. Specifically, when asked if it is important to consider the special position of minority clans when making decisions, 97 per cent of Adjudicators said yes and identified specific gaps related to their ability to access formal and informal justice mechanisms, including poverty and IDP status. One respondent also mentioned that minority clan members may face challenges in the implementation of a decision in their favor in practice.

The highest diversity of clan representation in the composition of the roster was observed in Hamar-Jajab, in line with the significant presence of minority clans in the district. In Puntland, some Centers also opened the possibility for other clan elders to resolve inter-clan disputes, aiming to strengthen peace and harmony in the community.78

“It is very important to include minority clan representation in ADR Centers. It creates confidence. We discussed this in the past. If two to three minority clans can be added to the Adjudicators, that would be great. Most of the IDPs are from minority clans in this area, they need to be represented.”

“The parties who fear to speak freely are mainly from minority clans. If they have Adjudicators representing them, that would encourage them to speak out.”

“Minority clans live with specific circumstances and have a different Xeer system. They live in specific geographic locations. In terms of their internal violence, if we do not get dedicated ADR Centers for IDPs, the violence rate may increase.”

ADR actors

78 Clan elders reportedly approached Badhan and Galkayo ADR Centers to request use of the Centers’ space for meetings or gatherings mostly taking place in the afternoon.
Formation of the Adjudicator Panel

The ADR Clerk identifies Panel members based on criteria determined by the Center, in consultation with the Adjudicators and paralegal. The Panel formed and assigned to hear a dispute should be composed of three or five Adjudicators depending on the nature, complexity and gravity of the dispute or other relevant factors. Each Center may establish specialized Panels based on the expertise of the different Adjudicators and it is recommended that a dedicated Panel is established for handling family disputes and disputes involving women. Each adjudicating Panel assigned to hear a case selects a member who will chair the Panel.

Responsibilities of the Chair of the Adjudicator Panel

Responsibilities of the Chair of the Adjudicator Panel include presiding over the hearing and proceedings of specific cases assigned to the Adjudicator Panel as well as ensuring that: the hearing appointment is communicated to parties; arguments of the parties, witness testimony and evidence are registered in the complaint registration form and filed; and the positive role of women in traditional dispute resolution is emphasized and encouraged.

In most Centers, Adjudicators hear cases in Panels of three to five members depending on the complexity of the case at hand, in accordance with section 23 of the SOPs. Flexibility and autonomy are left to each Center in determining shifts and the number of Adjudicators hearing cases. Roles and functions are mainly based on availability, although specific skills and expertise are also considered depending on the nature of the case. In both regions, one or more sheikhs are required to be present if the nature of the case requires sharia law expertise while Xeer elders, generally more numerous, take the lead in disputes requiring traditional negotiation or specifically related to Xeer custom. Female Adjudicators generally acquire a more prominent role – in some cases guiding the hearings’ discussions – in disputes involving female parties.

The division of roles identified relates to different procedural tasks including the selection of a Chair, a deputy Chair, and a notetaker recording discussions. The notetaker role is often performed by a Clerk or paralegal, but also by Adjudicators at times. In some instances, a spokesperson or moderator for the hearings is also identified.

While the SOPs state that “[e]ach adjudicating Panel assigned to hear a case will select a member who will [preside over] the Panel”, they do not define criteria for the identification of the Chair, leaving important aspects of internal processes to the autonomous determination of ADR actors. The rationale or system for selecting the chairperson of the adjudicating Panel and deciding who leads the hearing sessions varies across the Centers – in one Center, for example, the chairperson is the oldest elder.

In Benadir, the chairperson of the Panel of Adjudicators reads to the parties the rules and instructions to be observed during the hearing of the case and leads the hearing session. In Puntland, the Chair of the Panel announces the final decisions, and in one Center, the Chair also appoints the adjudicating Panel for a given case.

Instances of influence on the internal division of roles by government authorities have taken place. While the majority of Chairs and deputy Chairs are male, in one Center, under the guidance of the Ministry of Justice, a female Adjudicator was appointed deputy Chair, despite the initial resistance of other male Adjudicators and one resulting resignation. In this instance, explicit recognition from the Ministry of Justice was fundamental in empowering a female Adjudicator to acquire and maintain a leading role within the Center and facilitated acceptance of change by male ADR actors.
Role of women Adjudicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition of the ADR Center team</th>
<th>Section 23, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reasonable efforts to ensure equal representation of men and women in the management team are required.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formation of the Adjudicator Panel</th>
<th>Section 23, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prominent female figures from communities where the Centers are established should be encouraged to participate during all levels of the dispute resolution process. Adjudicators have the same authority and decision-making power regardless of age, gender, clan or status and particular attention needs to be directed to cases that involve women as victims/survivors, parties or witnesses.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedures for domestic violence, sexual and gender-based violence, and violence against children</th>
<th>Section 27, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For cases involving domestic violence, SGBV or violence against children, the ADR Center must ensure participation of at least one female Adjudicator in the Adjudicator Panel. If there are no female Adjudicators available, it is recommended that the participation of a female leader from the community is ensured.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When asked if the role and authority of female Adjudicators is different from or similar to those of men, the majority of ADR actors (83 per cent), including all female respondents, identified no differences and affirmed that women contributed and participated equally in the ADR Centers, as shown in Figure 10. Notably, two male Adjudicators identified that women are sometimes better than men at adjudicating cases.

![Figure 10: ADR actor views on differences in roles and participation between men and women Adjudicators*](image-url)
“Women Adjudicators are active and effective in our Center. They sometimes bring new ideas that lead to resolution.”

“We have two female Adjudicators. They are very good. They are sometimes better than the male Adjudicators.”

“There is no specific division of roles between the Panel members or Adjudicators, but in some cases, when related to cases regarding females, a female Adjudicator might be assigned to them, but this is not an agreed and written rule.”

“The Panel starts their meeting with some verses of the holy Qur’an and the Hadith. The complainant is listened to first and then the defendant is listened to next and then the Panel starts questioning. If one of the parties is a woman and cannot express her thoughts, we assign a female Adjudicator to listen to her and then share. We ask how they want resolution; in other words, what each wants. Then, when agreed on one thing, the Panel pronounces, and then we register it and then collect signatures from both of the two parties.”

“We can say women have an additional role. They welcome women to the Center and inform them of their rights. They are also part of the decision.”

“Both female Adjudicators are clever and active. They interrogate women separately to get correct information. We also have a paralegal lady.”

**ADR actors**

Female Adjudicators and female paralegals perform an enhanced role in cases involving women parties. Specifically, 11 respondents noted that female ADR actors have an additional role in the investigation phase of cases involving women parties or take the lead in hearings in which family disputes or other cases involving women are discussed. This can include welcoming women to the Centers, informing them of their rights and gathering evidence or hearing their statements separately to ensure their privacy. This is seen as important as issues of stigma and reluctance on the part of women to speak about their personal problems in public and in front of male elders in particular emerged. In these cases, female Adjudicators speak with female parties in private ahead of the hearing and report relevant information to the Panel later to inform decision-making.

This is in accordance with section 23 of the SOPs, which states that “[p]articular attention shall be paid to those cases that involve women as victims/survivors, parties or witnesses.” However, this is not a systematic rule according to respondents and varies depending on the specific case at hand and on the assessment of the needs and concerns of the female party involved.

---

80 SOPs, section 23 (3)(d).
COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES | Women’s participation

In Ghana, the Asateman Council and the Kimasi Traditional Council are the highest customary courts having jurisdiction over matters governed by customary law for the Ashanti ethnic group residing in Ghana. While these are headed by the Ashanti King, a third high court exists, the Asantehemaa Court, chaired by the "Queen Mother" of the Ashanti people, which is responsible for hearing complaints brought by women.81

In most cases, women do not access justice through the “ordinary” customary courts in Ghana, but instead, bring claims to the wives of traditional justice actors or community leaders. In these instances, the wives of traditional leaders fulfill the role of advisors, by counseling and encouraging female applicants with the aim of increasing their confidence, thus “facilitat[ing] their access to traditional justice”. Additionally, the “Asantehemaa Court deals with social and personal conflicts involving women, such as curses, insults, accusations of witchcraft, or disputes over land use or labor input”. Lower-level courts in villages and towns also have either Ashanti chiefs or queens, and hear matters at the local level, mainly related to chieftaincy conflicts and land and family-related disputes, including inheritance and child custody.

In Sierra Leone, GBVAW victims/survivors often access justice through informal avenues due to the shortage of police and courts, their limited capacity, and the length and cost of proceedings. Specifically, women’s societies operate alongside the male-dominated chieftaincy system and are central in facilitating access to justice for women, especially in rural communities. In addition to regulating community life, society members, known as soweis also act as a first point of contact for many vulnerable women and girls and support navigation of both informal and formal justice processes. Their role ranges from examining survivors for signs of rape, referring them to the police or local chief, assisting with transportation or accompaniment to court, mediating domestic disputes, encouraging school attendance, and overseeing compliance with the ban on under-age female genital mutilation. While women’s societies still lack full adherence to human rights standards and can contribute to the perpetuation of harmful practices against women and girls, studies highlight a role for soweis as providers of affordable ADR for women and girls, particularly given that local chiefs are generally more likely to protect the interests of male perpetrators of violence.82

Identified gaps and challenges for gender equality

Overall, a number of gaps and areas for improvement for gender equality in the ADR process and procedural safeguards for GBVAW victims/survivors and other vulnerable groups can be identified. Respondents identified the role of men Adjudicators as prominent in final decision-making or more active among the adjudicating Panel during the process. In fact, the Panel Chair and deputy Chair are always men in all Centers, with the exception of one female deputy Chair. This may be due, as noted by one female respondent, to the fact that men generally have more experience than women in dispute resolution.

Additionally, some noted that while women contribute to discussions in hearings, the final decision maker is always a man, and only men gather evidence outside of the hearing, including going on site visits, for instance related to ascertaining ownership in disputes over land. These findings raise concerns in relation to gender-balanced decision-making in the ADR process, and are at odds with section 23 of the SOPs which states that “[f]emale and male Adjudicators sitting in the Panel shall have the same authority and decision-making power regardless of age, gender, clan or status.” 83

Moreover, male Adjudicators outnumber female by approximately three times in Benadir and five times in Puntland. One female Adjudicator in Puntland highlighted the risk of imbalance in a Panel’s decisions due to the lower presence of women Adjudicators: "A question: what shall we do if we feel that the male Adjudicators are leaning on a man who is part of the case and we are only two female Adjudicators?"

Further, instances of difficulties experienced by appointed women Adjudicators in integrating the roster and performing their function occurred in Karan and Galkayo Centers. In these Centers, two women Adjudicators faced strong resistance by some male members to accept them as part of the ADR decision-making process, showing a persistent reluctance and lack of understanding by some Adjudicators of the purpose of including women in decision-making roles. As noted, one male Adjudicator left when a woman was appointed as deputy Chair.

83 SOPs, section 23, [3][d].
Specifically, of the 16 who said very poor, seven were in Badhan, six were in Galkayo and three were in Buhoodle. Of the seven who said poor, four were in Buhoodle, two were in Badhan, and one was in Galkayo.

Further observation showed that the presence of women is not required in all ADR Center Panels systematically and may vary depending on the specific case at hand and on the assessment of the needs and concerns of the female party involved. When asked, 16 respondents (10 per cent) of users surveyed considered the gender sensitivity of staff as very poor. Of the 23 users who ranked poorly the gender sensitivity of staff, all were in Puntland, with the Badhan Center having the highest number of negative assessments.

Promising findings for women’s participation

Overall, the practices observed at the Centers show that gender equity has been enhanced to an extent. While initially some Adjudicators showed resistance to accepting the presence of women in the adjudicating Panel, gradually, female Adjudicators and/or paralegals/Clerks have started to play crucial roles in the ADR process. Currently, the composition of Benadir Centers meets the 20 per cent female quota threshold established by Objective 3.3 of the National Policy on ADR at 25 per cent participation, while Puntland remains at 17 per cent. All Adjudicators interviewed affirmed that parties are given equal opportunities to be heard and participate in the process regardless of their gender.

During focus group discussions, female Adjudicators in Benadir explained that they now feel more empowered and freer to participate in decision-making as equal members of the adjudicating Panel, and in some instances, they even take on a leading role during hearings, particularly in cases involving women parties. They stressed that their views are valued as much as their male counterparts in the discussions and decision-making, regardless of gender.

According to observation, one female Adjudicator is particularly active in fulfilling her role, undertaking a number of different functions, from arranging cleaning and maintenance services for the ADR Center to organizing hearings and taking the lead in discussions. During the hearing of a case observed, she instructed everyone to put their mobiles on silent, limit movements, and respect and listen to the other person speaking. She gave directions and explained the rules of the hearing and also actively contributed to the discussions of the Panel.

84 Specifically, of the 16 who said very poor, seven were in Badhan, six were in Galkayo and three were in Buhoodle. Of the seven who said poor, four were in Buhoodle, two were in Badhan, and one was in Galkayo.
This is confirmed by feedback from users surveyed, the majority of whom considered ADR Center staff to be gender sensitive and felt there was no gender-based discrimination in the process. As shown in Figures 11 and 12, specifically, 79 per cent of those surveyed ranked gender equality in the ADR Centers as either very good (58 per cent) or good (21 per cent), and 72 per cent ranked gender sensitivity of staff as very good (28 per cent) or good (44 per cent), which may be due in part to the presence of women Adjudicators and paralegals in the Centers.

On the whole, the extent to which female ADR actors participate equally and meaningfully in decision-making processes remains uneven and varies across Centers. While in some Centers, women ADR actors have begun to participate actively in leading roles and are acquiring increasingly more weight in the decision-making process, other women were observed as “shy” and/or much younger than male elder Adjudicators and are only called in to handle cases that “women can be part of”. Overall, a growing acceptance on the part of male elders as well as increased empowerment of women in the ADR function is visible in the ADR process.
**B. ACCOUNTABILITY**

**Roles and responsibilities of Adjudicators**

Roles within the adjudicating Panel vary and are assigned by Adjudicators themselves, thus leaving a level of discretion and flexibility in operations. Indeed, while the ADR Coordinators, Clerks and paralegals have clear terms of references, and are recruited through advertised positions and sign a renewable contract, Adjudicators have no written terms of reference detailing their role and duties.

However, when asked if they received training, all but one ADR actor interviewed affirmed having received some level of training, and 84 per cent reported implementing knowledge acquired through training often or very often in their work. Accordingly, Adjudicators showed a clear understanding of their function: 92 per cent of respondents indicated their role and responsibilities were to resolve disputes or deliver justice through a fair process. Preserving the legitimacy of the ADR process and community trust also emerged as understood priorities. In this regard, respondents mentioned the need for a transparent and corruption-free process. Professionalism and due diligence were also recognized as important, particularly respect for the working schedule and fulfillment of the mandate. Further, emphasis was placed on the need to preserve community peace and stability, building consensus among parties, and ensuring everyone is satisfied with the outcome.

Significantly, some respondents noted the importance of providing a forum where parties are listened to carefully and equally, and of adjudicating impartially, avoiding conflict of interest. Some stressed the need to ensure that the most vulnerable have access to justice and that Xeer is in alignment with human rights standards. Finally, the majority of ADR actors consider positively a monitoring and oversight role for paralegals to increase accountability of the ADR process, with 85 per cent of respondents indicating that this would be useful.

“Adjudicators are the community leaders. They have the trust of the community. And they are the most skilled in resolving disputes in this district. Their responsibility includes setting up an adjudicating Panel for cases and resolving them.”

“Adjudicators have been trusted to provide justice to the community. They are the mirrors of the people. Their responsibilities include being transparent and avoiding corruption.”

“Our responsibilities include refraining from adjudicating a case that involves a friend or relative to avoid a conflict of interest; speaking separately with one of the parties of a case; and listening to one party attentively and not the other during the hearing. We should avoid anything that can create distrust among the parties.”

“The ADR Center is one that links sharia and traditional Xeer to national and international laws. Provision of fair adjudication and advancing peace and stability are the responsibilities of Adjudicators.”

“The role of Adjudicators is to promote justice in society. To advocate for marginalized groups, they should be fair […] They should be mediators and also help the government spread justice.”

**ADR actors**

“Previously, we were not able to come to the table even if we were needed. We were asked our thoughts privately and only our thoughts were brought, without giving us the chance to participate at the dispute settlement tables. Now, we have educated girls and women, and we have been given the chance to sit at the table with the men. Even if we are few in number, our thoughts make sense.”

Female Adjudicator
Instances of termination

The mandate of an Adjudicator is terminated when: (a) the Adjudicator’s appointment is revoked; (b) for any reason the Adjudicator is unable to perform his/her functions; or (c) the Adjudicator withdraws from office, resigns or dies.

In practice, instances of both voluntary and mandatory termination were reported by ADR actors interviewed, for a variety of reasons. As shown in Figure 13, among the examples of voluntary resignations, 22 respondents reported instances of Adjudicators having left the Center due to the unpaid nature of the work. Adjudicators are not remunerated except for a small allowance to cover transportation and function-related expenses. Eight respondents reported instances of Adjudicators who resigned because of insufficient time to perform ADR functions due to other, often remunerated, commitments, and two mentioned distance challenges or relocation as reasons for leaving.

In relation to dismissals, 10 respondents mentioned instances of ADR actors having been dismissed due to poor performance, poor work ethic or the need to preserve the impartiality of the Panel. The main performance-related reasons identified were high absenteeism, inefficiency, low capacity to fulfill duties or conflicts of interest. These findings indicate the existence of some level of self-regulating accountability and reinforce findings on the importance attributed to the legitimacy of the ADR process to preserve trust and compliance by communities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Termination</th>
<th>Section 22, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dispute or differences with other ADR actors</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance or relocation to another town</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of time or conflicting commitments</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasons not specified</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissed due to poor performance, low work ethic, or need for impartiality</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not aware of any terminations</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary nature of the work, low stipend, or located paid employment</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total respondents: 59

Figure 13: Reasons identified for voluntary or mandatory Adjudicator termination*

*Number of responses*
In Ghana, the Alternative Dispute Resolution Act (2010) regulates formal arbitration and in alignment with international rules and good practices, provides for mediation as a legally recognized ADR method and codifies customary arbitration which previously existed in verbal tradition and case law only. The Act provides for the possibility of customary arbitrators resigning from office at any stage of the arbitration, subject to the duty to refund any fees paid by the parties as per initial agreement with the arbitrator. In the event that a dispute on the refund of fees arises upon the resignation of a customary arbitrator, the arbitrator or any of the parties should refer it to the District Court or to “any person the customary arbitrator and the parties agree on and in the case where that person fails to settle the dispute, the dispute may be referred to the District Court”.

In Uganda, the Local Council Courts Act (2006) establishes courts at village, parish, town, division and sub-county levels consisting of five members – two of whom must be women for each town, division and sub-county council court – appointed on the recommendation of the respective executive committee of the local-level government body. Section 7 of the Act also establishes that the relevant executive committee may recommend the removal from office of a local council court member on any of the following grounds: “(a) abuse of office; (b) corruption; (c) if the member is continuously and persistently unable to discharge the functions of the court; (d) if the member is convicted by a court of competent jurisdiction for a criminal offence specified in the Penal Code or any other written law if punishable by not less than six months imprisonment with or without an option of a fine; (e) misconduct or misbehaviour; (f) if a member has such physical or mental incapacity that renders the member incapable of performing the functions of the court as determined by the Medical Board as specified in Section 14 of the Local Governments Act”.

Moreover, the office of a member of a town, division or sub-country local council court shall be considered vacant and replaceable by the relevant executive committee if the member in question resigns, dies or “has been absent for three consecutive court sittings unless such a member has grounds acceptable to the court”.

---

87 At the lower levels, e.g. village and parish, council court members often “play a dual role as executive officers of Local Council Committees and [quasi] judicial officers” in courts. See R. Nakayi, “The Role of Local Council Courts and Traditional Institutions in Resolving Land Disputes in Post-Conflict Northern Uganda”, Malawi Law Journal, vol. 7 (2013), pp. 119–137, at pp. 120–121.
88 Uganda, Local Council Courts Act (2006), section 7(1).
89 Ibid., section 7(2).
Accountability measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oversight</th>
<th>Section 9, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Ministry of Justice at both Federal and State levels may issue directives and has a right to exercise administrative and operational oversight over ADR Centers through affiliated ADR Coordinators, without interfering or otherwise influencing the hearing and decision-making process of any dispute pending before an ADR Center.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record-keeping</th>
<th>Sections 16 and 33, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Centers must maintain accurate records of the documents related to each case, including complaint registration information, registration letter to court, referral form to court, and final agreement, as well as of any evidence and documentation provided during the hearing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, the majority of Adjudicators recognized the importance of being held accountable for their function. As shown in Figure 14, when asked to rank the importance of accountability of ADR Adjudicators, 39 per cent of ADR actors considered it a priority and 44 per cent ranked it as important. Only one respondent considered it unimportant.

![Figure 14: ADR actor views on the importance of Adjudicator accountability](image)

When asked whether they feel there need to be quality standards and removal procedures in place at the Centers, 88 per cent of ADR actors said yes. Similarly, 97 per cent of the ADR actors interviewed felt that a code of conduct or guidelines for Adjudicators would be beneficial.

Those who did not agree explained that regulations would make ADR Centers become too similar to formal courts and noted the importance of preserving flexibility in the ADR processes. Others queried the application of regulations as the Adjudicators are not employees, but volunteers. Two respondents in Puntland mentioned that Adjudicators had already attempted to draft regulations, while a respondent in Benadir referred to a law on the organization of the judiciary from 1962 as guidance to regulate their conduct.

Importantly, record-keeping is present as an accountability mechanism, but can be improved, especially in relation to capturing complete information about cases and in a standardized and consistent manner for aggregate review and policy decisions. During analysis of case records, the majority of case files reviewed did not include complete or sufficiently clear information on the facts, background of the disputes, evidence, claims of the parties and other essential elements to arrive at full assessment, especially in relation to potential violations of human rights or national law.

Further, weekly attendance sheets are signed by all ADR actors, including Clerks and paralegals, which allow identification of absenteeism. However, monitoring is mixed – some respondents indicated the Panel Chair as responsible for checking attendance, while the majority attributed this responsibility to the Clerk. One respondent highlighted the importance of remunerating ADR actors in order to increase their accountability: “Adjudicators need a proper salary in order to make them accountable for the work. They will have the confidence that they are employees.”
In **Kenya**, a Mediation Accreditation Committee is established under the Kenya Civil Procedure Act, appointed by the Chief Justice among representatives of various justice institutions and civil society organizations from the public and private sectors.\(^{90}\) The Chief Justice also designates a Registrar, in charge of administration of the Mediation Accreditation Committee. The Committee itself is responsible for determining criteria and rules for the certification of mediators; maintaining a register of qualified mediators; enforcing an appropriate ethics code for mediators; and setting up adequate mediator training programs.\(^{91}\) Qualified mediators registered by the Accreditation Committee form a pool from which mediators are selected to take part in the Court-Annexed Mediation Pilot Project, currently under implementation.\(^{92}\)

In **Sierra Leone**, local courts operate in all rural areas with the aim of providing access to justice in alignment with the local customs of each community. The Local Courts Act (2011) sets out a number of measures aimed at ensuring a minimum level of transparency and accountability. In particular, the Act establishes that a "Magistrate shall have access to all local courts in his District and all books, records and other documents in the custody of the Courts".\(^{93}\) Additionally, an oversight role is attributed to the Customary Law Officer who may exercise power of review over any decision of the local court, where "a prima facie case of miscarriage of justice is disclosed or where there is an error of law on the face of the record", with the exception of cases for which appeal is pending. The power of review granted to the Customary Law Officer is broad, and includes being able to set aside the conviction, sentence, judgment or order of the Court and where he considers it desirable, order any case to be re-tried by the same Court or any other Court of like jurisdiction or before a Magistrate’s Court or, make such consequential order as he may think necessary".\(^{94}\)

Similarly, in **Uganda**, the Local Council Courts Act (2006) attributes supervisory powers to the Chief Magistrate over local council courts on behalf of the High Court.\(^{95}\) Local council courts are mandated to keep written records of all proceedings, and in particular, of the following information at a minimum: "(a) the serial number of the case; (b) the statement of claim; (c) the date of witness summons; (d) the date of hearing of the case; (e) the names and addresses of the claimant and his or her witnesses; (f) the names and addresses of the defendant and his or her witnesses; (g) a brief description of the case; (h) the documentary exhibits, if any; (i) the judgment or final orders of the court and the date of the judgment or final orders; (j) the date of payment of the judgment debt; (k) the particulars of execution of the judgment, if any".\(^{96}\)

**PROCEDURAL DIMENSION**

This section reviews strengths and limitations in due process and the functioning of ADR Centers in relation to jurisdiction and referrals, registration/appeals, duration of proceedings, verifiable evidence, adjudicative impartiality, and coordination and collaboration between justice service providers with a view to easy-to-navigate justice pathways and accessibility.\(^{97}\)

---

90 See Kenya Civil Procedure Act (2012), Chapter 21, section 59A(1), (2). Specifically, members of the Mediation Accreditation Committee shall include: “(a) the chairman of the Rules Committee; (b) one member nominated by the Attorney–General; (c) two members nominated by the Law Society of Kenya; and (d) eight other members nominated by the following bodies respectively—
(i) the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (Kenya Branch); (ii) the Kenya Private Sector Alliance; (iii) the International Commission of Jurists (Kenya Chapter); (iv) the Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Kenya; (v) the Institute of Certified Public Secretaries; (vi) the Kenya Bankers’ Association; (vii) the Federation of Kenya Employers, and (viii) the Central Organisation of Trade Unions.”

91 Ibid., section 59A(3), (4).


94 Ibid., sections 35–38.

95 Uganda, Local Council Courts Act (2006), section 40.

96 Ibid., section 22.

97 Geographic and economic considerations are also normally reviewed for accessibility; however, ADR Centers are located within communities and do not charge fees for services.
C. DUE PROCESS

Case volume and types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Section 6, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Within its respective district/region/area, Centers have jurisdiction to hear and give decisions over disputes between two or more individual persons that may be remedied by awarding monetary damages or restitution, including:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Family disputes such as: (i) valid consent for marriage; (ii) livelihood dispute; (iii) childcare and maintenance of the family; and (iv) inheritance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Disputes related to injuries not resulting in serious bodily harm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Acts of physical and other forms of violence, including domestic violence but excluding sexual violence and other forms of GBV that result in serious bodily and mental harm, and any other type of violence that results in serious bodily harm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Threats of physical or mental harm, including attempted female genital mutilation/cutting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Disputes in contracts or business</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Disputes over ownership, possession or rent of immovable and movable property</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Disputes involving extra-contractual liabilities and/or related damages incurred as a result of an accident, including road accidents, falls or similar causes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Disputes related to minor theft; and such other disputes of a similar nature which are not excluded from ADR Centers’ jurisdiction.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, a review of 447 case files revealed important insights regarding jurisdiction and record-keeping, namely that lines of distinction between the nature of cases can be unclear, and interpretation of information is contingent on a specific cultural understanding of matters, especially in relation to GBVAW.

Figure 15: Nature of disputes in case files reviewed*

*Total cases 447

---

98 Section 6(1) of the SOPs indicates that physical violence, not including sexual violence, is understood as: “shaking, slapping, pushing, punching, scratching, kicking, biting, locking someone out of their house or inside their house, sleep and food deprivation, trying to strangle or choke someone, forced feeding, physical restraint”. Domestic violence includes “verbal abuse, psychological abuse, threats, coercion, and economic or educational deprivation”. Serious bodily harm means: “serious physical harm caused to the human body and in particular bodily injury that involves a substantial risk of death, unconsciousness, extreme physical pain, protracted and obvious disfigurement, or protracted loss or impairment of the function of a bodily member, organ, or mental faculty.”
Figure 15 represents the most detailed presentation feasible based on reviewed records, but it is not possible to determine the proportion of cases by nature of the dispute with exactitude due to the incompleteness or lack of sufficient detail in case files. What can be indicated is that approximately 30 per cent of disputes brought to the ADR Centers in both regions are disputes that have been categorized in the complaint registration forms by Clerks as family disputes. This encompasses family maintenance and childcare costs or disputes related to the neglection of other marital duties, including requests for separation or divorce, as well as disputes over inheritance, and child custody (shown separately). Of these family disputes, 13 per cent were unspecified, meaning no further details were available to discern the facts behind the dispute or its specific nature. Of the total disputes categorized as family disputes, 85 per cent were brought by women complainants. Notably, the only two child custody disputes identified were brought by male complainants.

In terms of volume, family disputes were followed by disputes related to land or other immovable property (23 per cent) and women represent 17 per cent of complainants bringing such claims. Financial or business disputes mainly over a debt, shared profits or payment for goods and services represent 18 per cent of total disputes and women represent 34 per cent of individuals bringing these claims.

Injury disputes are classified in various ways. Minor injury disputes concern cases of bodily harm not considered severe and are compensated usually with a number of camels [generally lower than ten]. These represent 13 per cent of disputes heard, while cases involving serious bodily harm represent 4 per cent of the total. Matters involving serious bodily harm were received by Puntland Centers only, and refer to injuries considered severe, often affecting the head, or grave damage to an eye, arm, leg, or other vital organ of the body, and which are usually compensated by an amount corresponding to the value of 30 to 55 camels or in some instances financial compensation as well as treatment and medication costs. Section 6 of the SOPs explicitly attributes to ADR Centers jurisdiction over “disputes related to injuries not resulting in serious bodily harm”, indicating unclear understanding of jurisdiction in Puntland. As explained by a woman Adjudicator in Benadir: “We handle slight injuries. If the injury is not physically or mentally apparent, the Center handles it, but if it is physically or mentally apparent, we refer it to the courts.”

The majority of parties to minor injury cases were men at 73 per cent of complainants, with women representing only a quarter of the total parties to these cases. For disputes involving serious bodily harm, 52 per cent of complainants and 49 per cent of defendants who disclosed their age were younger than 30 years old, including three minors among the complainants and two minors among the defendants.

Matters involving gender-based violence against women

GBVAW disputes represent 6 per cent of the total cases reviewed, although this volume is not precise but indicative. As it became clear that not all relevant matters were identified by ADR actors as GBVAW, special attention was paid during case file review to include both cases where GBVAW was explicitly identified in the complaint registration form and cases where the dispute was categorized as a family dispute but there was an indication of GBVAW. Specifically, family disputes were re-classified in analysis as GBVAW cases where violence was reported in the complainant’s claim and a number of reliability criteria to assess the truthfulness of the claim were met, namely:

(i) violence was explicitly acknowledged by the Panel in the agreement

(ii) violence was explicitly recognized by the male defendant in his statement (even if not by the Panel); or

(iii) violence was not explicitly denied or disproved (through witnesses, for instance) by the defendant and the outcome of the case was in favor of the woman complainant as evidenced by

---

99 The large majority of injuries concern bodily harm with only a few cases of compensation for damage to property, and are mainly evaluated in camels, with a few exceptions in which a monetary compensation may be awarded instead. For example, in cases of GBVAW, a compensation in dollars is awarded for the “moral injury”.

100 The findings are in accordance with documented Somali Xeer principles that consider an injury severe when it affects “the main organs of the human body, causing highly grave injury from which one cannot quickly recover”. Body parts explicitly related to severe injury cases include the eyes, legs, hands or “one of the six main organs”. See section 1.2.1 on “Severe/grievous injury” of the English translation of the documented customary law of Baidoa district, ratified in 2017 through a process facilitated by the Danish Demining Group, available at: https://somhub.org/research-report/ddg-the-somalia-customary-law-xeer-database/

101 To note, in Galkayo, 50 cases categorized as “family disputes” lacked sufficient detail to determine facts. It is therefore possible that the number of matters involving GBVAW are actually higher as a number of these cases have recorded outcomes similar to those awarded in GBVAW disputes, including reconciliation or reconciliation and monetary compensation for moral injury.
an order of compensation for the moral injury inflicted or an order of apology or both.\textsuperscript{102}

The Galkayo Center presented the highest number of GBVAW matters (nine), followed by Hamar-Jajab (eight). This might be explained by the documented higher rates of violence that occur in IDP camps, Galkayo Center being located in proximity to an IDP sheltering facility. However, the proportion of GBVAW cases out of the total cases received is much higher in Hamar-Jajab than in Galkayo (13 per cent and 7 per cent of the total of each Center respectively). Indeed, the majority of GBVAW cases reported in Benadir were located in Hamar-Jajab.

In relation to parties to GBVAW matters, five were 30 years old or over, five were undisclosed, and 16 out of 26 complainants were below 30 years of age, with four of these below the age of 25 and one below the age of 18. Of the matters brought to the Centers, 24 out of 26 GBVAW matters were brought by women or girls. The two matters brought by men are interesting. One involved the complainant husband claiming that he had not committed violence against his wife and wanted her to return to the family home, while the defendant wife indicated she had left due to abuse. In the other matter brought by a male complainant, the victim of violence was represented by her brother, giving cause for concern in light of fair trial principles, including Article 3 of the African Charter and procedural safeguards elaborated in Section 33 of the SOPs, which state that ADR Adjudicators should not hear disputes in the absence of one of the parties and that a decision taken without having heard all parties to a case can be invalidated in court.\textsuperscript{103}

Additionally, users surveyed were asked to identify the nature of their case and responses aligned overall with the case file review, except with respect to domestic violence, where 19 per cent of the 155 users surveyed indicated this had been the nature of the dispute brought to the ADR Center. This higher proportion of domestic violence cases reported may be because surveyed users were directly provided with this response option. In essence, cases of domestic violence reported by users were three times higher compared to GBVAW cases recorded at the ADR Centers. As well, a high number of male users identified their case as relating to domestic violence. It is clear that GBVAW remains an important issue to address in Somalia, especially given that it is often perceived as a “family dispute”.

**Jurisdictional issues**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matters excluded from jurisdiction</th>
<th>Sections 7 and 27, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matters explicitly excluded from the jurisdiction of the Centers are disputes involving damages resulting from any of the following acts: murder; rape, sexual violence, and GBV resulting in serious bodily harm; trafficking and inhuman exploitation of persons; child physical abuse; terrorism; corruption; money-laundering; organized crime; and criminalized theft.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases related to GBV and serious bodily harm offences (including offences against children) are to be referred to the competent authorities. Additionally, the Centers have no authority to hear a dispute if it concerns robbery or divorce, if the subject matter of the dispute is pending in a court, or if there is a final court judgment which has already disposed of the subject matter of the dispute.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of ADR respondents (64 per cent) reported hearing only civil cases in the Centers, mainly related to family disputes, including marriage, divorce, property and rent disputes, inheritance, land disputes and loans. Approximately 20 per cent of respondents indicated dealing with matters including minor injuries and wounds, with the exception of some serious crimes. However, in alignment with the analysis of case files, four respondents reported handling all types of cases, including serious crimes.

In Puntland, the majority of ADR actors affirmed hearing disputes that fall outside of the Center’s jurisdiction, including criminal law matters, if people preferred their cases to be dealt with at the ADR level. Overall, responses by ADR actors with regard to crimes under their jurisdiction appeared inconsistent

\textsuperscript{102} Terms recorded in complaint registration forms to describe GBV include: “physical harassment”, “abuse”, “attack”, “slapping”, “beating”, “hitting” and “rape”. One case involving “threat of violence” from the husband to the wife was categorized as a GBV matter. Conversely, disputes involving insults were left out of the GBV category, as well as disputes in which the complainant (woman) claimed to be a victim of physical harassment by her male partner but there was no indication of recognition of these facts by the adjudicating Panel or by the defendant (not mentioned in the summary of facts and defendant’s statement and no indication of the defendant being recognized as guilty of violence in the final agreement).

\textsuperscript{103} Section 33.2 of the SOPs (2019) states that “The Panel shall not hear any dispute if both parties, or any party to the dispute, are not present or duly represented. Hearing the case in the absence of parties, or one of the parties, is a violation of the absent party’s basic and constitutional guaranteed right to equal and fair treatment as provided in Section 33.5 below of the SOPs. According to Article 331/32 of the Civil Procedure Code, this is one factor or a ground to invalidate decisions of the ADR Cases by the Court.”
and contradictions emerged among Adjudicators, including within the same Center. Other respondents showed a vague understanding of the jurisdiction and indicated their mandate is to focus on cases involving marginalized or vulnerable parties or to focus on community harmony or clan reconciliation.

As noted, case file analysis revealed that 4 per cent of cases involved severe bodily harm, and these matters were all in Puntland. While this contravenes sections 6 and 7 of the SOPs which explicitly exclude disputes relating to injuries resulting in serious bodily harm from Center jurisdiction, practical explanations relate to the absence of formal justice alternatives or the perception that formal mechanisms are ineffective in the region. However, one respondent also explained that people prefer the ADR Center over formal law enforcement to avoid imprisonment. This highlights the potential for forum shopping in instances where Centers do not adhere to jurisdictional boundaries. Other respondents expressed that serious crimes such as murder and rape are sometimes adjudicated outside of the Center through a traditional process and Adjudicators may participate.

Conversely, in Benadir, most respondents stated that they do not handle criminal cases and disputes involving serious injuries because they fall outside of the Center’s jurisdiction. Inconsistencies in responses among Adjudicators between regions may be attributed to a general lack of distinction between civil and criminal cases, which is unfamiliar in Xeer custom as well as changes to the SOPs and delays in related awareness raising and training.104

In Puntland in particular, the understanding of matters related to GBV appeared inconsistent, and some respondents reported hearing matters related to SGBV as they are considered family disputes or minor crimes. Six respondents stated that these types of matters are often resolved at ADR Centers, despite admittedly falling outside of their jurisdiction.

Self-reported information of this nature needs to be viewed carefully, considering that the understanding of SGBV crimes among ADR actors is not consistent and often diverges from national and international definitions. In reference to verbal insults, one respondent indicated: “We adjudicate cases such as an attempt to rape a woman if the two parties come to the Center to resolve their case. Other SGBV cases we resolve include a verbal insult to a woman or a woman slapped by a man.”

104 Training on the previous version of the SOPs was conducted in December 2018 for the first time. A second training and participatory process leading to validation and revision of certain sections took place in September 2019, after key informant interviews were completed.
The visibility or invisibility of harm inflicted is a notable criterion referenced to determine seriousness of injury. Revisions in the 2019 SOPs indicate in section 6 that: “Serious bodily harm refers to serious physical harm caused to the human body and in particular bodily injury that involves a substantial risk of death, unconsciousness, extreme physical pain, protracted and obvious disfigurement, or protracted loss or impairment of the function of a bodily member, organ, or mental faculty.” To assess whether or not to refer cases to the police and courts, two Centers in Benadir have begun to work with healthcare professionals.

“...are some visible injuries and invisible injuries. If visible, we refer it to the courts and the police station; when they investigate and consider that we can handle it, they refer it back to us and we resolve it.”

ADR actors

Similarly, while cases involving violence against children are required by the SOPs to be referred to formal justice institutions, there were three cases identified in the case file review which were not reported to the police or formal courts. One case was categorized as a “minor injury” where a compensation in camels was awarded, indicating resolution through sharia law. In the two other cases where the perpetrator of violence was the father, there was no indication of referral to health and other child-support services by the ADR Centers nor to formal justice authorities.

COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES | Jurisdiction

In Ghana, the Alternative Dispute Resolution Act (2010) establishes that any form of ADR, including customary arbitration, may adjudicate any dispute with the exception of matters relating to “(a) the national or public interest; (b) the environment; (c) the enforcement and interpretation of the Constitution; or (d) any other matter that by law cannot be settled by an alternative dispute resolution method”. Additionally, section 89 of the Act establishes that, as a general rule, criminal cases cannot be resolved through customary arbitration.\(^\text{105}\) However, an exception is possible under the Courts Act (1993) which encourages reconciliation and “settlement in an amicable manner of an offence not amounting to felony and not aggravated in degree, on payment of compensation or on any other terms approved by the Court before which the case is tried”, thus allowing the court to order referral of the case to customary arbitration. In the latter case, during negotiations for a settlement, the court may “stay the proceeding for a reasonable time and in the event of a settlement being effected shall dismiss the case and discharge the accused person”.\(^\text{106}\)

In Sierra Leone, local courts have jurisdiction over all civil disputes governed by customary law, including cases involving land titles disputed between customary local authorities (Paramount Chiefs or Chiefdom Councils) and cases under applicable formal law if the claim, debt, duty or other matter in dispute does not exceed one million leones.\(^\text{107}\) Additionally, local courts have a limited jurisdiction to hear criminal cases. Specifically, they may adjudicate criminal matters governed by customary law and criminal offences punishable by “a fine not exceeding fifty thousand leones or a term of imprisonment not exceeding six months or by both such fine and imprisonment”. The Act explicitly excludes a number of claims from jurisdiction, namely those founded upon “libel, slander, false imprisonment, malicious prosecution, seduction or breach of promise of marriage”, which are reserved for the jurisdiction of state courts. In practice it is documented that local courts routinely hear cases beyond their jurisdiction due to preference by parties to disputes and lack of knowledge or inaccurate understanding of jurisdictional boundaries of local courts by both litigants and local court officers.\(^\text{108}\)

105 Ghana Alternative Dispute Resolution Act (2010), sections 1 and 89.
107 Or for claims for recovery of possession, “where the annual rental value of the property does not exceed three million leones and the term of the lease does not exceed five years”. See Sierra Leone, Local Courts Act (2011), section 15.
Referrals to formal justice institutions

Referral

At any stage of the proceedings or in case of failure of the Panel to resolve the dispute, the parties may decide to take their dispute before the District Court. The case will be referred in writing through a referral form from the ADR Center to the competent authority.

ADR Center referrals to and interactions with the police and the courts are not without complexity as jurisdictional issues highlight. What emerges from the data is a mixed picture, rooted in local context and challenging realities. For instance, because of the absence of police in parts of the Puntland region, clan militias may be involved, and serious crimes beyond ADR jurisdiction are at times resolved by Adjudicators “unofficially” outside of the ADR Center framework. In other instances, the District Court authorities have low capacity or no community trust. There are no appeal courts from district level established and there are instances of the courts or the police in both regions referring matters to the Centers, even though they lack jurisdiction.

Barriers to accessing the formal system

When asked to identify barriers to accessing formal justice mechanisms, ADR actors highlighted a number of challenges and issues that may deter use of the formal justice system, as shown in Figure 16. These barriers result in more people seeking justice through the ADR process, including at times for theft, serious crimes and other matters beyond ADR jurisdiction.

A large majority of ADR actors pointed to the high costs associated with starting a proceeding with courts and other procedural fees, noting this deters people from seeking justice through formal mechanisms. Fees result in a widespread preference for informal justice avenues, including in cases beyond ADR jurisdiction such as divorce matters, as parties fear that their assets may be subject to government taxation. Further, lack of transparency, low salaries and inconsistent accountability cultivate bribes and illegal increases of procedural fees.

---

“The court and police collect fees. People here greatly welcome our justice service since we do not collect fees. The court file opening fee is $30. The district and regional courts refer such people to our Center.”

“Since courts practice injustice and favor those who corrupt them, confidence levels are low. It is time-consuming. Vulnerable communities are not able to access courts and courts do not treat people equally. Courts collect fees.”

ADR actors
While 44 per cent of ADR actors described formal justice processes as time-consuming, 41 per cent also highlighted lack of trust and perception of unfairness as another barrier. Respondents noted particular discrimination towards marginalized groups, corruption, lack of transparency and unfair outcomes as disincentives for use of formal justice institutions.

“I haven’t faced any challenges at the Center but I have faced many challenges at the courts (regional and federal). Those courts treated me unjustly and took bribes of thousands and did nothing for me. When I came to this ADR Center, they resolved my issue which had been going on for seven months for free. I could not believe how fair they were. The justice they offer is 100 per cent. I would recommend that they are supported because they work for free while the workers at the courts who are corrupt take more money.”

ADR Center user

Another challenge faced when accessing formal courts is the lack of a conciliatory approach and flexibility, resulting in a system that disregards party engagement in favor of a retributive justice approach. Additionally, respondents also identified as barriers a lack of capacity and resource or inefficiency of formal justice mechanisms, complexity and bureaucracy, and a lack of inclusivity.

Cooperation with formal authorities

ADR actors interviewed generally perceived the link between the ADR Centers and the formal courts as well functioning. In fact, 81 per cent of ADR actors interviewed perceive the relationship between the ADR Centers and formal justice actors as either good (70 per cent) or very good (11 per cent), as shown in Figure 17.

Nevertheless, linkages between formal justice institutions and ADR Centers vary depending on the region and Center location. While some Centers face greater challenges in effectively collaborating with formal courts and the police, others provide identifiable good practices in mutual case referral and collaboration in justice delivery.

Figure 17: ADR actor views on links with formal justice institutions
Eight respondents indicated referring cases for appeal to the court when a dispute has been resolved but parties are not satisfied with the outcome or when parties bring the same case to the Center again. A few respondents mentioned referring complex disputes that Adjudicators are not able to resolve or disputes where one or more parties are untraceable or refuse to appear. Only one ADR actor interviewed indicated never having made a referral to court.

With respect to complex disputes, ADR actors in Benadir mentioned divorce and inheritance among the cases they refer to the competent District Court. Reasons provided included the need to apply specific sharia provisions to these disputes and the impossibility of resolving such cases when rights are involved. Inheritance disputes are also considered by ADR actors to be particularly complex because of the need to divide multiple assets among different owners. The sharia approach focuses on allocating rights and shares of resources, which is different from the traditional approach of Xeer custom that focuses on resolution satisfactory to both parties and achieving a compromise between conflicting interests.

The majority of referrals recorded in case files were submitted to the District Court or Commissioner. Uniquely, some land disputes were referred to a District Engineer where the size or location of land owned was not verifiable solely through the evidence brought by the parties. Based on case file review, among the disputes brought to the ADR Centers, land and immovable property disputes had the highest proportion of referrals, with 17 out of a total of 29 disputes referred. This is likely influenced by the specific complexity of land disputes which often require travelling to a site to examine the land in issue or a technical assessment by an expert.

**Disparities in referral and cooperation**

A review of case files by region and district reveals some disparities. Of the 6 per cent of disputes referred, all were made by Centers in Benadir with no referrals recorded in Puntland. The lack of referrals in Puntland may be explained by lower capacity and resources for formal justice actors as opposed to Benadir, where formal courts are functioning in all ADR Center districts and are located in the same buildings as the ADR Centers. In Benadir, while issues of cooperation were identified, they have been resolved and there is evidence of effective referrals, including use of ADR Center decision letters.

In Hamar-Jajab, one respondent reported accompanying parties to the court when cases are referred to ensure they are not asked to pay unnecessary fees. Further, Clerks and paralegals from Benadir Centers identified during focus group discussions that there are instances where, after receiving referrals from the ADR Center, the police and courts refer cases, including domestic violence matters, back to the ADR Center. This practice is particularly observable in instances where parties cannot afford the case file opening fees required by courts. Even where formal institutions are accessible and operational, fees create barriers for access to justice.

In Puntland, referrals and cooperation were initially found to be much less developed, although follow-up interviews revealed improvements. Newly recruited and trained Clerks and paralegals in all three Centers indicated making and receiving referrals to and from courts and the police and referring victims/survivors and vulnerable parties to local support organizations. They also reported using a specific form for referrals, summarizing details of the case for the receiving authority.

In summation, findings point to the difficulty of establishing a systematic and uniform referral system for cases reserved for the jurisdiction of formal justice authorities. The main reasons identified are the uneven level of capacity or operation of formal justice institutions throughout Somalia, and the uncertainty accompanying jurisdictional boundaries or blurring in practice, influenced by a lack of trust and negative perception of formal justice institutions by community members.
COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES | Referral

Under the Local Courts Act (2011) in Sierra Leone, the function of Customary Law Officer is established. A Customary Law Officer may “of his own motion or on the application of the Court or any party to the proceedings, for reasonable cause, transfer any proceedings initiated before the Court, to another Local Court, or the District Appeals Court as, in all the circumstances, appear to be most expedient, and any proceedings so transferred shall be commenced de novo.” Powers of Customary Law Officers include: reviewing any decision by the local court, criminal or civil, where “miscarriage of justice” is disclosed or where an error of law or record is apparent; setting aside convictions or other sentences by the local court; and ordering any case to be retried by the same or other local court or Magistrate’s Court.

In Uganda, local council courts have jurisdiction over civil matters governed by formal and customary law with certain limits defined by the Local Council Courts Act (2006). In particular, where a civil case requires awarding compensation exceeding “twenty-five currency points” the local council court “shall refer the case to the Chief Magistrate of the area for the purposes of execution of the order and the Chief Magistrate may, if he or she finds that the judgment award is grossly excessive, reduce the amount of the award taking into account awards in similar cases.” Moreover, the possibility of objecting to the jurisdiction of the local council court is provided to the defendant, who may exercise this right and, where the objection is upheld, the case is referred to a court having jurisdiction to adjudicate the case. If the objection is rejected, “the local council court shall record the objection and its reasons for rejecting it, and proceed with the trial of the case.”

### Decision registration and appeal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration</th>
<th>Section 39, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Any case settled by the Adjudicator Panel can be registered with the competent District Court within a reasonable time. If parties agree to register their case in the District Court, the ADR Clerk of the ADR Center submits a copy of the agreement/decision to the District Court and requests registration. The ADR Clerk keeps a record of the registration in the case file at the ADR Center.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appeal</th>
<th>Sections 38 and 39, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No appeal mechanism is expressly provided, but parties have the ability to refer their case to the competent District Court if not satisfied with the decision of the Adjudicator Panel or the case cannot be resolved. The case will be referred by the ADR Center using a Referral Form.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While all ADR actors confirmed formally registering all decisions, they provided inconsistent responses when asked if an appeal mechanism for decisions of the ADR Centers exists. While all respondents reported that decisions are registered with formal courts, 45 per cent of respondents indicated that a formal appeal mechanism is available, while 55 per cent said the opposite. Puntland respondents were more likely to identify an appeal mechanism than respondents in Benadir.

A simple explanation for this confusion is the lack of clarity in the 2018 SOPs regarding appeals and subsequent changes in the 2019 SOPs. Some respondents identified the possibility of appealing to court without any additional procedure or documentation as ADR Center decisions are registered and considered equivalent to decisions from First Instance Courts. Others identified a requirement to provide a special appeal letter when requested by a party intending to appeal a decision.

Additionally, some respondents conflated appeal with cases for which parties come back to the Center at a later stage, unsatisfied with the outcome or enforcement. Several respondents mentioned that parties appeal to the same Center that issued a decision and ask for a review. However, other respondents indicated this was not possible and parties unsatisfied with the ADR outcome would have to file a new case in court.

---

109 Sierra Leone, Local Courts Act (2011), section 52.
110 Ibid., section 34.
111 Ibid., sections 35 and 38.
113 Ibid., section 12.
In the present version of the SOPs, no mechanism for appealing an ADR decision is expressly established, but in instances where a matter cannot be resolved successfully by a Center or the parties wish, the matter is referred by the ADR Center through a case referral form and initiated in the District Court.

## COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES | Registration and appeal

In Ghana, the ADR Act (2010) codified customary arbitration, which previously existed only in practice. The Act establishes that an award in a customary arbitration has automatic binding force between the parties, without a need to register it with a court. However, parties have the possibility of registering the customary arbitration award “at the nearest District Court, Circuit Court or High Court as appropriate”. An award “may be enforced in the same manner as a judgment of the court” and may be appealed to the competent District, Circuit or High Court on specific grounds. Namely, appeal is possible within three months of the award, in instances where the latter “(a) was made in breach of the rules of natural justice, (b) constitutes a miscarriage of justice, or (c) is in contradiction with the known customs of the area concerned”.\(^{114}\)

In Uganda, the local council courts structure is integrated with the formal court structure as decisions made by local council courts can be appealed via the formal system. Decisions by a village local council court may be appealed before the parish local council court, and so on up to the town division or sub-county level. Decisions by the higher local council courts can be appealed before a court presided over by a Chief Magistrate. Further, “decrees and orders made on appeal by a Chief Magistrate” may be appealed before the High Court on grounds of substantial questions of law only or in cases where the decision appealed appears “to have caused a substantial miscarriage of justice”.\(^{115}\)

### Duration of proceedings

As shown in Figure 18, when users were asked how long it took for their case to be resolved, the majority (61 per cent) indicated that it took less than one week, while 16 per cent indicated one to two weeks, and 10 per cent said over two months. Only 1 per cent of respondents indicated that their case was resolved in one day or less.

![Figure 18: User indications of the duration of ADR proceedings](image-url)

When asked if they thought that their cases had been resolved in a timely manner, a large majority of users surveyed said yes (88 per cent). Findings indicate that land disputes are among the most complex and time-consuming cases to resolve. Overall, the ADR process is perceived by both users and ADR actors as efficient in terms of length of proceedings and less time-consuming in comparison with courts.

---


Enforcement of decisions

There are no provisions related to enforcement in the SOPs beyond a general indication in section 31 that parties agree and sign a statement indicating they will accept and honor the decision of the Adjudicator Panel. Some users reported challenges related to enforcement of their ADR Center decision, mainly referring to resistance from a defendant to comply with payment of an amount due to a complainant. As shown in Figure 19, there are different approaches to enforcement among the ADR Centers. Forty-four per cent of the ADR actors interviewed reported not exercising any active form of follow-up on cases. However, they indicated that if a decision has not been implemented, they are informed about the non-compliance either by other community members or by parties who come back to the Center to complain.

![Figure 19: ADR actor descriptions of systems of follow-up and enforcement of ADR decisions](image)

However, 37 per cent of ADR actors interviewed reported actively taking the initiative to follow up on cases, especially matters involving family and financial disputes, by contacting parties on the phone. In Benadir, respondents reported following up on cases referred to formal authorities on an ad hoc basis by informally contacting police stations or gathering information from community members. Overall, 17 per cent of ADR actors indicated they have not received complaints about a decision not being enforced and only 2 per cent said that they do inform the police if parties fail to abide by decisions.

“I did not face challenges when I brought a case to the ADR Center other than from the defendant’s side who, even when he was ordered to pay me rent, did not do it. The office referred my case to the District Court but later on, I just forgave him since he was not going to pay anything.”

“I did not face any challenges from the ADR Center but from the defendant who, during the hearing of the complaint, accepted the decision and then later said, ‘I have nothing to give’.”

ADR Center users

Despite the absence of an enforcement mechanism within ADR Centers, only five ADR Center users (3 per cent) considered the enforcement of ADR decisions as poor or very poor, as shown in Figure 20. More than 80 per cent of the users surveyed stated that the enforcement of decisions was good or very good.
Figure 20: User views on enforcement of ADR Center decisions

The largely positive perception of compliance with ADR decisions may in part be explained by the specific role played by clan elders or other responsible third parties acting as guarantors. With clan elders in particular, case file review and interviews revealed the importance of their role in ensuring compliance after the decision is issued or even in participating in the process to incentivize compliance or – when involving financial or business matters – acting as guarantors of payment of debt.

“Before releasing a decision, the Center asks disputing parties to bring their relatives who are responsible to be involved in the enforcement of the decision made by the Adjudicators. So, if the Center receives a call from any party [complaining about non-compliance with the decision], the Center calls the clan elders of the other party, who are aware of how the dispute was resolved, to take action. If this does not work, the Center refers the case to the court or the police.”

“After the ADR office heard the case of both of the two parties and saw the evidence, the ADR office decided that the victim should be given his money. And responsibility for this was taken by his clan elder with payment to be within 15 days.”

“We record the cases we resolve and follow up, especially in family dispute-related cases. We call back the cases we resolved to see what happened after it was resolved. Vulnerable people face some difficulties when their cases are referred to other actors like police stations and we help them and follow up on their cases.”

ADR actors
COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES | Enforcement

In Sierra Leone, decisions by traditional justice actors are generally enforced as disputants are subject to social pressure exercised by the community, and fear of “supernatural sanctions”. Under the 2011 Local Courts Act, which gave legal recognition to local courts, it is established that the latter may, under the limits of their jurisdiction, “make such orders and impose such punishments as may be made or imposed in a Magistrate’s Court” and may order parties convicted of any offences before the local court to pay a reasonable compensation for damages (not exceeding 25,000 leones), provided that “the award of such compensation shall be a bar to all further proceedings in respect of the damage so suffered”. Moreover, the Local Courts Service Committee, e.g. the coordinating body of legally established local courts, may, by statutory instrument, establish rules for the execution of civil judgments and criminal sentences, including rules relating to the arrest of accused persons and execution of search warrants.

In Ghana, the Alternative Dispute Resolution Act (2010) establishes that customary arbitration awards may be verbal, except where the case was referred by a court or a party explicitly requests and pays for a written award. Section 109 specifies that a customary arbitration award, written or not, is binding between the parties and “need not be registered in a court to be binding”, and “may be enforced in the same manner as a judgment of the court”. However, in practice, the award must be in writing for enforcement purposes and to guarantee to any party the possibility of challenging it with the competent court, as the court requires at a minimum a written record of the decision to enforce or review it. Indeed, a customary arbitration award may be set aside by the District, Circuit or High Courts on grounds of breach of natural justice rules, the decision constituting a miscarriage of justice, or contradiction with the customs of the area concerned.

D. VERIFIABLE EVIDENCE

Evidence used in hearings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hearing evidence</th>
<th>Section 34.2, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If the Adjudicator Panel cannot resolve the dispute through settlement by agreement in the first hearing, the Panel, in consultation with the parties, fixes a date for a second hearing in which both parties appear before the Panel again with their evidence. Evidence that the parties may present to the Panel can be witnesses, documents, information on public administration, and technical expert(s). The Panel may also decide to: conduct an inspection to investigate the evidence in connection with the proceedings; hear an expert witness in relation to a matter connecting or presented as evidence to the dispute; and call and hear as witness any other person whom the Panel believes to have a connection with or knowledge of the subject matter of the dispute, or may request and obtain from any public or private institution evidence which concerns the case, or search and find any additional evidence on its own motion, provided that the parties are duly informed. After all evidence has been presented, the Panel declares the hearing closed. The Adjudicators may, upon request by a party or for an appropriate reason, re-open the hearing at any time before a decision is made, upon prior notification to the parties.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case file analysis showed that while the majority of complainants (70 per cent of all women and 62 per cent of all men) in Puntland brought witnesses or documentary evidence in support of their claims, most complainants (70 per cent of all women and 55 per cent of all men) in Benadir did not bring evidence or witnesses. For defendants, the majority in both regions did not bring evidence or witnesses.

117 See Sierra Leone, Local Courts Act (2011), sections 20 and 55.
118 Ghana, Alternative Dispute Resolution Act (2010), section 108.
119 Ibid., section 109.
120 Ibid., section 111.
Irrespective of gender, Galkayo Center received evidence or witnesses from the most complainants (92 per cent) and defendants (97 per cent).

When surveyed, both complainant and defendant users were asked if they were able to bring witnesses or submit evidence in support of their position and 95 per cent said yes, while 5 per cent said no. The higher proportion of yes answers compared with case file review findings could indicate either an unclear understanding of evidence by users or that this was not systematically recorded by Center staff in case files, despite evidence being presented. Figure 21 shows the methods of verification of evidence reported by Adjudicators and Clerks.

![Figure 21: Methods of verification of evidence described by ADR actors*](image)

Witness examination was identified by ADR actors as the main method of evidence verification. Twenty respondents (34 per cent) reported reaching out to relatives, neighbors or other community members who did not participate in the hearing to interview them. Further, testimony, cross-checking or interrogation of parties to verify consistency were mentioned by 17 respondents (29 per cent). These techniques are confirmed by case file review which identified instances of oaths, affirmations and testimony, although these terms are used interchangeably.

Documentary evidence use, mentioned by 11 respondents (19 per cent) was also confirmed through case file review, consisting mainly of land or other property ownership certificates, referral letters from medical or hospital personnel in cases concerning bodily injuries, and debit/credit records, written contracts or payment receipts in cases of financial or business disputes. Verification of religiosity or checking if prayer is observed five times a day through formal swearing was mentioned by 12 respondents (20 per cent), who reported using it as a morality check towards the concerned party. Finally, site visits were mentioned by 10 respondents (17 per cent), usually related to ascertaining land ownership claims.

Users were also asked if they felt that the process was based on accurate information and 96 per cent of those surveyed said yes. Only 4 per cent thought that the process was not based on accurate information.

“We cross-check the information of each party with the other. We then ask them to bring reliable witnesses.”

“We extend the timeframe to get more evidence and witnesses. We ask for documents. We have contact with the relevant authority. For example, in land dispute cases, we contact the land department of the local government. If the person was referred to a hospital, we contact the health provider.”

“We get some people to swear on the holy Qur’an. We visit the site and talk to neighbors.”

**ADR actors**
E. ADJUDICATIVE IMPARTIALITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impartiality</th>
<th>Section 24, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The duty of Adjudicators is to assist parties in resolving their dispute or controversy acting as neutral third parties. For this purpose, they shall resolve disputes independently and with impartiality.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equal and fair treatment</th>
<th>Section 33, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All parties must be present or duly represented for the ADR process to proceed and hearing a case in the absence of one or more parties constitutes a ground for invalidating an ADR decision by the court. The Panel has a duty to treat parties equally and fairly throughout the hearing and the decision-making process. Particular attention should be paid to avoiding gender stereotypes and unequal treatment of women and men. Lack of compliance with the principle of equal and fair treatment is grounds for invalidating a decision by the court.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the surveyed users, 95 per cent indicated that their adjudicating Panel was impartial, and the same proportion of users considered the ADR process objective and unbiased. Some Centers have mechanisms to replace an Adjudicator from the Panel if the neutrality is questioned by a party or individual present in the process. While a conflict of interest is not formally declared, it was reported by ADR actors and observed that where the impartiality of an Adjudicator is placed into question for any reason, the Adjudicator is replaced by another from the available roster. Conflict concerns identified related to an existing relationship with one of the parties or a suspected bias or personal interest related to the matter.

During focus group discussions in Benadir, Adjudicators explained that Panel members accused of bias are removed and if the matter is related to the family or relatives of one of the Panel members, that member is not allowed to take part in the hearing.

“One of the Panel members’ wife fought with someone and their case was brought to the ADR Center. The Panel member voluntarily asked not to be part of the Panel who resolves that case.”

ADR actor

Examples in which Adjudicators were removed from the Panel due to an identified conflict of interest highlight the importance attributed by ADR actors themselves to the preservation of their legitimacy in the eyes of the communities they serve. This assessment is in line with user responses to a series of questions regarding the impartiality of ADR Adjudicators and the objectivity of the process. As shown in Figures 22 and 23, the majority of users ranked the impartiality of Adjudicators as either very good (66 per cent) or good (23 per cent). A total of 95 per cent of users surveyed perceived the ADR process as objective and unbiased.

Figure 22: User views on impartiality of Adjudicators
Figure 23: User views on whether the ADR process was objective and unbiased

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impartiality</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES | Impartiality**

The Alternative Dispute Resolution Act (2010) in Ghana provides the possibility for a party to challenge a customary arbitrator if: “(a) circumstances exist that give rise to reasonable cause to doubt as to the arbitrator’s independence or impartiality; or (b) the arbitrator does not possess a qualification agreed on by the parties”. This provision applies only where the party has not participated in the appointment of the arbitrator or the party has become aware of the circumstances justifying the challenge after the appointment has been made. The challenged customary arbitrator shall “step down and the party who appointed the challenged arbitrator shall appoint another arbitrator to replace the challenged arbitrator”.122

Further, parties have the possibility of jointly revoking the appointment of a customary arbitrator in the event that: “[a] there is sufficient reason to doubt the impartiality of the arbitrator; (b) the arbitrator is physically or mentally incapable of conducting the proceedings or there is reasonable cause to doubt as to the arbitrator’s capability to conduct the proceedings; or (c) the arbitrator has refused or failed to conduct the arbitral proceedings properly; or use reasonable dispatch in conducting the proceedings or making the award”. Section 10 of the Act also allows parties to agree beforehand on the circumstances that would determine revocation of the customary arbitrator appointed.123

**NORMATIVE DIMENSION**

This section assesses strengths and limitations of ADR Centers in relation to protections for the vulnerable through laws applied, remedies granted and adherence to human rights protection.

**F. PROTECTIONS FOR THE VULNERABLE**

**Application of law**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical normative frameworks employed</th>
<th>Section 6, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centers may apply sharia law and principles, to the extent that they do not conflict with nationally applicable international human rights treaties and standards, and customary law (Xeer) practices and business norms that are not in conflict with national law or nationally applicable international human rights treaties and standards or sharia law and principles.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

123 Ibid., section 100.
Overall, review of case files showed that Xeer is the prevalent method used to resolve disputes in all of the ADR Centers. There are, however, variances across regions and Centers, depending on the nature of the dispute.

In Benadir, 83 per cent of all disputes were resolved using Xeer, while 7 per cent were resolved by a mix of both Xeer and sharia and only 1 per cent were resolved using only sharia. In 9 per cent of cases, the law applied was not specified in the case files. On the other hand, in Puntland, although Xeer prevails slightly (57 per cent), sharia was also quite commonly used across all types of disputes (34 per cent). Only 6 per cent of matters were resolved by a mix of both Xeer and sharia and in 3 per cent of cases, the law applied was not specified.

Case files revealed that the only types of matters for which the use of sharia was prevalent were bodily harm cases, both minor and severe. Sharia was used in 13 out of 16 serious bodily harm cases, and 28 out of 51 minor injuries. Moreover, contrary to the traditional perception that sharia is the preferred legal route to adjudicate family and marital matters, only 13 per cent of total family maintenance, marital and other family disputes were resolved through sharia, making Xeer the primary legal framework used. Similarly, the majority of financial and business disputes and disputes related to land and immovable property were resolved through Xeer, with sharia being the framework applied in approximately only one quarter of financial and business disputes and one fifth of land and immovable property disputes and only in Puntland.124

In both regions, Xeer is the main legal framework applied for GBVAW matters, with 20 out of 26 cases resolved using Xeer, four using sharia and two using principles from both. It is important to highlight that these indications are based on available record-keeping by Clerks. While complaint registration forms show that Xeer is utilized more often to resolve disputes, the analysis of outcomes recorded signals that final decisions or agreements may often involve both legal approaches through compensation and forgiveness.

Many outcomes involve both the payment of compensation through money or other material goods such as camels in accordance with sharia principles, as well as a Xeer element such as forgiveness by one party of a portion of compensation or an emphasis on the reconciliation of the parties and preserving good relations. This interpretation is reinforced by indications from the key informant interviews that most cases are resolved using both sharia and Xeer norms, as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Legal frameworks used by Adjudicators to resolve disputes*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Framework</th>
<th>Number of Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xeer</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharia</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National legislation</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constitution</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rights principles</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total respondents: 59

124 Based on the case file analysis, financial and business disputes as well as land and immovable property disputes were all resolved through Xeer alone in Benadir, with the exception of two disputes which were resolved using both legal frameworks.
Indeed, when ADR actors were asked what legal frameworks are typically used to resolve disputes, all respondents reported using sharia and customary law. Only six respondents indicated also applying national legislation and two respondents referenced constitutional provisions. Among the two respondents who selected “Other”, one mentioned using civil law, and the other indicated that Adjudicators use all laws that do not infringe sharia.

When asked which legal framework is applied in cases where different legal principles have a bearing on the same matter, ADR actors were divided. While 30 indicated that sharia prevails over Xeer in cases of conflicting norms, 18 indicated that Xeer is prioritized and if no resolution is reached through Xeer – sometimes referred to as “conciliation” by respondents – then sharia is applied. Six respondents mentioned that the choice of the preferred framework to be applied is left to the parties of the case, in particular in cases where sharia would also be applicable, and parties might prefer it to Xeer. Finally, other respondents stated that it depends on the case at hand and it is the nature of the case that determines which legal principles or provisions are applied, as some cases require the application of sharia.

In all six ADR Centers, it was observed that Xeer and sharia are applied alternatively or jointly on a case-by-case basis through a flexible approach directed at achieving the best possible solution and satisfying all involved parties.

Predictability of decision outcome
ADR actors tended to attribute low importance to the predictability of an outcome, prioritizing other considerations such as finding a compromise among the parties or conflict resolution. As shown in Figure 25, when asked if the outcome of a similar case with similar facts would be the same or different, 53 per cent of respondents said the outcome would be the same, but 47 per cent said it could be different. And when asked whether outcomes are predictable or unpredictable, the majority of respondents (54 per cent) affirmed that outcomes are generally not predictable.

In this regard, respondents noted that the unpredictability of the outcome relates to the fact that cases are always different, and even in instances where cases are similar to a certain extent, the parties are different, which requires finding tailored solutions to achieve compromise. This supports the interpretation that ADR Centers prioritize conciliation and restoring good relations among community members, and that the acceptance and behavior of parties thus has a significant impact on the outcome, in some cases prevailing over formal application of legal principles. This interpretation is further reinforced by the fact that parties are given the choice of the preferred normative framework to apply to their dispute and the voluntary nature of the process.
However, ADR actors do rely on precedent in ADR decision-making. As demonstrated by Figure 26, when asked if they rely on resolution from previous cases to find solutions to the case at hand, only 8 per cent of ADR actors said no, while 92 per cent said yes. There is use of custom and precedent, however it is often adapted and tailored for solutions on a case-by-case basis.

![Figure 26: ADR actor indications of whether they rely on precedent for decision-making](image)

**Case outcomes and patterns**

Of the 447 cases reviewed, the most common outcome was compensation for damage, related mainly to bodily harm and representing 23 per cent of the total, as shown in Figure 27. In 34 of these cases, reconciliation was also agreed. Next, 21 per cent of cases were resolved by an allocation of resources such as division of land plots or properties, exchange of services or goods, or sharing of profits from business. Payments of an amount due were also evident in 22 per cent of cases, usually made for financial or business disputes involving debts or family maintenance bills.

In 18 per cent of cases reviewed, the matter was resolved through reconciliation only, namely through a compromise between the claims of both parties or forgiveness by one party towards the other. An overall emphasis was often placed on restoring or maintaining good relations between the parties. Additionally, a form of reconciliation, was included in 34 per cent of the total case outcomes, which were accompanied by an explicit invitation by the Panel for the parties to restore their good relations or forgive each other. This was particularly frequent in decisions ordering compensation for damage or payment of debts or other money or resource allocation due.

The only two cases resolved through a retributive approach where punishment of the perpetrator was decided were GBVAW matters in Puntland. Additionally, there was one instance in which the prospect of being referred to the police was used as a deterrent, also in a case involving GBVAW.
A number of patterns were identified between the nature of disputes and certain outcomes. In particular, land and immovable property disputes were resolved predominately (72 per cent) through resource allocation, with reconciliation included in 13 per cent of the resolutions. Additionally, in alignment with key informant interviews, land disputes had the highest proportion of referrals recorded, all in Benadir.

In regard to financial and business disputes, these were resolved predominately through an order of payment of money due (76 per cent) and a quarter of these disputes included some form of reconciliation. As noted, in cases related to payment of money due and resource allocation, the role of clan elders as guarantors emerged clearly. Specifically, leaders of the respective clans of the parties involved were requested to guarantee the payment of debt at the set deadline or participate in the hearing to help mediate among the parties and witness the final decision made, with a view to reinforcing its binding nature. As an example, in a case related to a pending debt, the Adjudicators decided as follows: “The ADR Panel decided that the defendant pays the money within 25 days and his clan elder, A.M.S. is responsible for him.”

Adjudicators play a leading role in facilitating fit-for-purpose solutions in which parties compromise on their claims in order to achieve an agreeable outcome. This pragmatic and flexible approach is a distinguishing feature of ADR Centers.

Finally, analysis of 65 disputes related to family maintenance and other marital matters reveals that payment of the amount of money due was the most common outcome. As shown in Figure 28, this occurred in 48 per cent of the cases. Reconciliation of the parties in dispute, most often married couples, is also the norm, with 43 per cent of disputes involving a form of apology, forgiveness or promise by the parties to improve their relations in the future. Further, separation or divorce was decided in 20 per cent of cases, while 8 per cent were referred to court and another 8 per cent were unresolved or resolved outside of the ADR Center. 125

125 As previously noted, the provision explicitly excluding divorce from ADR Center jurisdiction in the current version of the SOPs (section 7) was not present in the previous SOPs in use at the time of data collection.
Figure 28: Case outcomes for family maintenance and other marital disputes*

Analysis of the 26 disputes identified as GBVAW matters filed with the ADR Centers reveals that, similar to outcomes in cases involving family maintenance and other marital disputes, preference is given to an amicable reconciliation of the parties and the maintenance of good relations within the family. Figure 29 shows that 54 per cent of cases involving some form of GBVAW resulted in the decision to reconcile the victim and the perpetrator. In the majority of these cases, this concerned disputes between a married couple in which the husband was asked to apologize to the wife and the wife was asked to go back home with him.126

Figure 29: Case outcomes for disputes involving GBVAW*

126 In 14 out of 26 identified GBV disputes, there was a clear indication that the parties are husband and wife, while in the remaining 12 disputes, it is either unclear (nine cases) or the parties are divorced (one case) or unrelated (two cases).
Compensation for damage for “moral injury” is in most instances awarded in cases involving forms of violence occurring between unrelated parties, for example, rape, but not in cases of domestic violence. Only in two out of 11 cases did the Panel decide to award compensation to a wife victim. In one case, compensation for damage was awarded to the father of the victim, not to the victim directly. In the remaining cases, the perpetrator was only prompted to apologize to the victim.

The ADR Centers ruled in favor of a separation or divorce in three GBVAW cases, and in certain instances, the decision for separation or divorce was based on both the fact that the husband failed to provide financial support for his family and the fact that he was absent at the hearing or impossible to reach. No final decision of separation explicitly mentions domestic violence as a reason. For instance, in a case in which domestic violence was claimed and confirmed by witnesses, the decision referenced family-related expenses: “After the defendant has admitted that he can’t get anything for his wife (complainant), the Panel decided to separate them since he is not able to feed them and pay the bill. Their uncle guaranteed the bill.”

It is also interesting to observe that only two of the GBVAW cases resulted in some form of punishment. In one case, the perpetrator was exiled from the region and his clan was ordered to pay compensation, likely as a result of the victim being a young woman with a disability and the offence being of high severity. Based on case file analysis, no GBVAW matters were referred to the police or to health or social services and focus group participants confirmed the absence of referral pathways.

Identified gaps and challenges in safeguards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedures for domestic violence, sexual and gender-based violence and violence against children</th>
<th>Section 27, SOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centers have limited jurisdiction for GBV and must ensure:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» the safety, dignity and privacy of victims/survivors, their free and informed consent, and the confidentiality of information disclosed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» that any stereotyping or re-victimization of women throughout the procedure is avoided</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» the presence of one female Adjudicator at a minimum on the Panel adjudicating the case or of a female community leader facilitating the process in the absence of a woman Adjudicator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» referral to appropriate legal, medical, socio-economic, psychosocial as well as community-based organization support services and authorities;¹²⁷</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» that victims/survivors are informed of their rights, including the freedom to choose between using the ADR Center and taking the case to the police/court, and of available referral pathways to support services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» that documented free and informed consent of the victim/survivor for all procedures and evidence collection is obtained prior to the initiation of proceedings and by a representative of the ADR Center adequately trained in handling GBV matters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» that a risk assessment is conducted by an adequately trained ADR Center representative to ascertain that there are no indicators of further risks for victims/survivors or their family members, and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» that files related to GBV matters are documented and stored separately.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, female representation on the adjudicating Panel and separate hearings for women who are too intimidated, emotionally distressed or shy to speak openly in front of an entire Panel composed of male members were indicated as practices undertaken in all Centers. This shows that some measures are being implemented to ensure safeguards and avoid secondary victimization in GBVAW cases. These measures are in line with section 27 of the SOPs which expressly mandates the presence of at least one female Adjudicator on the Panel in cases of GBV which fall under ADR jurisdiction, as well as appropriate measures to ensure that no stereotyping or re-victimization of women occurs throughout the process and that the privacy and confidentiality of victims/survivors is preserved.

However, the majority of ADR Centers lack a separate office space for private hearings, evidence collection or counseling among female Adjudicators and paralegals and women parties. In fact, while the majority (93 per cent) of ADR actors affirmed that there are no practices in the ADR Centers which could be described as detrimental or harmful to women’s well-being, 7 per cent indicated that the contrary may be true.

¹²⁷ Guidelines on the handling and referral of GBV cases are to be issued in collaboration with relevant authorities. IDLO is working with national partners to develop a tailored protocol for all IDLO-supported Centers detailing referral processes and pathways for GBV and other abuse cases.
Other respondents stressed the need to further prioritize the special needs of vulnerable individuals. Overall, perspectives show that further efforts are needed to consolidate a gender-balanced environment in ADR Centers, both in relation to increasing gender sensitivity of male elders and ensuring the building includes enough privacy and a safe space to allow women to feel comfortable speaking openly about their cases.

Additionally, the current SOPs also reference the need for specific capacity and expertise to assess the level of further risks for victims/survivors or their family members. This represents a gap in ADR Center operations, as clear inconsistencies emerge in the handling and outcomes of GBVAW cases. Indeed, neither case file review nor qualitative data collection resulted in clear criteria used by ADR actors to assess the level of severity of physical or psychological violence and abuse and the level of risk of such violence reoccurring.

The current SOPs provide in section 27 that in cases where evidence of GBV or violence against children emerges at any stage of the ADR process, victims/survivors should be referred to “appropriate legal, medical, socio-economic, psychosocial as well as community-based organization support services and authorities” and measures to ensure the safety and dignity of the victim/survivor and the confidentiality of the information shared in relation to the case should be undertaken.

The lack of referral to support services for survivors of GBV and other vulnerable parties was unanimously identified as a gap by all respondents. Although Center staff across both regions find referral to services for victims/survivors either important or very important, the majority do not have adequate knowledge of legal, social, health or other services available in their areas of operation and identified legal counseling provided by paralegals or sheikhs at the Centers as the only available service for vulnerable parties or victims/survivors.

A few exceptions were identified in Puntland, showing promising practices. These included referral of SGBV matters to the Puntland Ministry of Women and linking survivors of violence or child abuse with pro bono lawyers and civil society organizations in Galkayo. During a focus group discussion, female Adjudicators in Benadir commonly expressed the need for referral of GBVAW matters to other support services such as health or healing centers. Efforts by ADR Centers to strengthen local referral networks for victims/survivors of violence is necessary.

Preserving community harmony and upholding rights

Despite instances of lack of compliance with SOPs provisions and adequate standards of protection for GBV victims/survivors and other vulnerable groups, some promising practices illustrate how Adjudicators utilize their community-based authority in a positive way to restore peaceful relations and in some cases by protecting the rights of vulnerable groups.

In Buhoodle, due to the large proportion of users with IDP status who were unable to afford transport to the ADR Center, Adjudicators decided to open an office inside the IDP camp in early 2020. To make this possible, Adjudicators divided their weekly working schedule in shifts so that at least a few days every week they work on-site in the IDP camp, thus turning Buhoodle’s Panel into a mobile ADR Center.

128 The Ministry of Justice and IDLO are undertaking a process of mapping available support service providers in each ADR Center location.
“Other than lack of transport facilities, there are no other challenges for marginalized groups to access the Center. So, in order to address this challenge, the Center recently opened a sub-center at an IDP camp in Buhoodle which operates on a voluntary basis and is in a temporary shelter.”

ADR actor

Positive examples were also found showing the importance of Adjudicators’ role in maintaining good relations among families and members of the same or neighboring communities. Instances of promising practices in relation to upholding human rights and the rights of the most vulnerable also emerged through case file review. Specifically, in one case involving a marriage arranged by the parents of a couple, the two fathers brought the case to an ADR Center as the couple were not getting along and physical harassment had reportedly occurred. The Panel made the following decision, indicating freedom to dissolve the forced marriage: “Since the families could not understand each other and the arranged marriage was not working, the ADR Panel had advised the complainant to divorce the girl, as requested by the defendant family. In doing so, the defendant family will reimburse 50 per cent of the money which had been spent on the wedding and the whole marriage.”

Moreover, a number of cases demonstrate promising practices in relation to children’s rights. In a case involving a divorced couple with two children, in which the wife was preventing her former husband from seeing the children on the basis that he failed to provide the necessary financial support, the Panel’s decision upheld the best interests of the children involved in the case. Specifically, the Adjudicators underscored the importance of visitation as well as his responsibilities in relation to family maintenance and childcare costs: “The defendant had to rent a house of $30 per month for his children and their mother. And he will also pay for the milk and the bills of the children.”

Similarly, in a case regarding differential treatment by a father towards one child that his wife had from a previous marriage, the Panel decided as follows, upholding the child’s rights and the responsibility of any parent or guardian for the child’s upbringing and development:129 “After hearing the case, the ADR Panel asked the complainant to allow both the wife and the son whom he (complainant) raised to stay with him and that he becomes the responsible father of the whole family. The husband (complainant) should treat the son as he treats his other kids.”

Protecting victims/survivors of violence

Evidence also points to a role acquired by the Adjudicators in protecting victims of violence by using their authority to deter husbands and male family members from violent conduct at home and in some instances, following up to ensure a certain level of support and protection is provided to female survivors.

While outside of the jurisdiction of ADR Centers in the 2019 SOPs, a review of decisions made by Adjudicators showed that divorce was granted without the husband’s consent in response to ascertained cases of abuse, violence or negligence of family-related duties such as unpaid childcare costs.130 The accessibility of ADR Centers offers opportunity for protective measures. An illustration of this is provided by one case in which the complainant claimed she had not received any financial support from her husband for two years and was subject to physical abuse and insult from him. The Panel made the following decision in the absence of the husband, who did not attend the hearing, after asking the complainant to formally swear she was telling the truth: “After the traditional elders heard the argument of the victim after she was sworn in, the traditional elders decided a separation without the consent of the husband.”

As previously noted, the lack of sufficient detail in cases categorized as family disputes may indicate a higher number of GBVAW cases in reality, particularly in cases with outcomes similar to those categorized as GBVAW such as compensation for “moral injury”

129 See United Nations, CRC. Specifically, Article 18.1 established the principle that “both parents have common responsibilities for the upbringing and development of the child. Parents or, as the case may be, legal guardians, have the primary responsibility for the upbringing and development of the child. The best interests of the child will be their basic concern.” Further, Article 27 establishes the right of every child to a standard of living adequate for the child’s physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development, and the primary responsibility of the parents or guardians to “secure, within their abilities and financial capacities, the conditions of living necessary for the child’s development”.

130 In a majority of cases reviewed, this occurred where the male defendant does not participate in the hearing, in contravention of section 33.2. of the SOPs which establishes that “[t]he Panel shall not hear any dispute if both parties, or any party to the dispute, are not present or duly represented.”
to the woman complainant. A case recorded as a family dispute illustrates this complexity. According to the case file record, a female ADR Center complainant requested an official divorce due to “severity of the case and lack of harmony”. Divorce was granted with the husband’s responsibility for family maintenance assured. The female complainant reported that she was satisfied with the process, finding it equal and fair, as well as with the outcome. An interview also revealed that she had previously reported incidents of violence committed by the husband to the ADR Center and that these had stopped once ADR Adjudicators had reached out to the husband to deter him from abusive behavior.

“My best experience during the case hearing, which I appreciate to this very day, is the fact that the man used to beat me before, but once I had presented my case at the ADR Center, he never beat me again. I was really relieved.”

Female ADR Center user

Domestic violence was neither recorded nor mentioned in the case file, and it remains unclear from information recorded to what extent this claim was given due weight by the adjudicating Panel. While this reinforces concerns around the number of cases of violence being higher than those identifiable in official ADR records, it also illustrates a role that Adjudicators perform in the community, responding to and preventing violence and abuse. Given the complexities of referring and coordinating with formal justice authorities and law enforcement, this role is of particular importance, especially where there is risk of abuse and secondary victimization by formal justice authorities, particularly police forces. Together with additional barriers related to capacity, high cost, inaccessibility, lack of trust, and fear of stigma and subsequent marginalization as a result of reporting to formal authorities, GBVAW matters will continue to be complicated.

Moreover, a number of case studies and findings from focus groups also illustrate ADR Center staff themselves filling gaps and responding to urgent needs of victims/survivors. These include reported instances of Adjudicators and Clerks following up on urgent cases outside of their mandates/assigned capacities in substitution of formal law enforcement and other service providers which are absent or not functioning in some districts.

Overall, while often imperfect, examples identified are evidence of the importance of the Centers’ role in protecting the rights of the most vulnerable and supporting increased access to justice for all, especially in communities lacking functioning formal justice mechanisms.

Identified violations of rights

The Centers are not without concerns over rights violations. Generally, Adjudicators at the ADR Centers expressed their belief that the process and decisions comply with the provisions of the Constitution and international human rights standards. There is significant variation within each Center, however, on whether a decision is valid if it does not comply with the Constitution: 73 per cent in Puntland stated that a decision is still valid despite non-compliance with the Constitution, while in Benadir, opinion was split down the middle. Combined, as seen in Figure 30, 64 per cent of respondents believe that decisions remain valid. Those who said yes explained that the priority should be towards satisfaction with the outcome by the parties. Some also stressed that the Constitution is provisional, and many Adjudicators are not familiar with constitutional principles, and consider sharia as the prevailing normative system. Those who said no explained that decisions should violate neither the constitutional rights of people nor sharia law principles.

---

131 On the other hand, it remains unclear from available case file data why some claims of abuse are recognized in the Panel’s decisions and others are not. The possibility of women parties misrepresenting violence which did not occur cannot be disregarded, particularly in matters related to divorce, child custody or a maintenance bill where violence is not mentioned or otherwise recognized in the defendant’s statement or the Panel’s agreement (e.g. no form of compensation awarded, no mention or physical or moral “injury” as in other final agreements).
At the same time, the level of knowledge of ADR actors towards national law was generally low or very low. Specifically, 86 per cent of respondents in Benadir and 60 per cent in Puntland reported having low or very low knowledge of national laws. Similar assessments were found with regard to knowledge by respondents of international human rights standards.

Interestingly, a central role for paralegals emerged in relation to upholding rights. During focus groups with Clerks and paralegals, a participant explained that paralegals provide explanation to parties about respective rights and legal provisions applicable to the matter at hand at both the stage of a jurisdiction check and during the process at the ADR Center, “in accordance with Islamic sharia and international law standards”.

The need for rights awareness and realization continues to be very important. Table 5 sets out human rights violations identified during case file review, in contravention of the African Charter and African Protocol on Women’s Rights. As noted, as case files are at times incomplete, observations are based on the information available, as triangulated with known issues and indications by ADR actors.

Table 5: Human rights violations identified through case file review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue or matter</th>
<th>Rights violation evident</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Violence against women as a form of gender-based discrimination&lt;br&gt;132</td>
<td>11 cases of ascertained domestic violence against a wife in which she was encouraged to forgive the husband and resume marital life and cohabitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to protect children’s rights&lt;br&gt;133</td>
<td>0 cases of child abuse referred to formal authorities despite record of cases involving child abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to be heard and give testimony&lt;br&gt;134</td>
<td>7 cases identified where a right or interest of a female party was in issue, but she was not physically present at the hearing and was represented by male family or community members without express indication of waiver of the right&lt;br&gt;135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibition of marriage without free and full consent of both parties&lt;br&gt;136</td>
<td>3 cases identified concerning marriage or continuation of the latter in which consent to marry or remain married by the female party was not expressly indicated in the case file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right of women to own property&lt;br&gt;137</td>
<td>3 cases related to land or immovable property where outcomes favor men, without clearly justified reasoning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

132 African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, Article 18(3) and the Protocol to the Charter, Articles 4 and 5.
133 African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, Article 18(3).
134 ibid., Article 7. The SOPs provide that the adjudicating Panel cannot hear disputes if any party to the dispute is not present or duly represented. Hearing the case in the absence of one of the parties is a violation of his/her basic and constitutional right to equal and fair treatment. According to the Civil Procedure Code, the absence of any party during a hearing is a ground for the Court to invalidate ADR cases. See SOPs, sections 33.2 and 34.1.
135 Instances of disputes that were adjudicated in the absence of male parties were also found. These concerned mainly family disputes in which separation or divorce was claimed by the wife and awarded by the Panel as the husband was untraceable or refused to come to the Center.
Having reviewed structural, procedural and normative dimensions of justice, this section explores the value of ADR Centers, gaps and challenges, and user satisfaction with services.

The value of ADR Centers

ADR actors were asked their perspective on the value of ADR Centers, and the majority explicitly identified the importance of ADR Centers for providing access to justice in their respective communities as well as to people living in surrounding communities (Figure 31). Additionally, 39 per cent of respondents identified the main value as the fact that the services are completely free, noting that this is essential to a large portion of the population who cannot afford court fees.

Others specifically noted the role of ADR Centers in relation to enabling access to justice for vulnerable groups such as women and IDPs. Some ADR actors mentioned the function of the Center in providing a venue and structured framework for disputes resolution and formalizing the role that elders were already performing in their respective communities. Others mentioned the system of documentation and record-keeping of cases as an added value compared to the traditional dispute resolution process which takes place “under a tree” and is completely oral.

Some ADR actors specifically identified the added value of ADR Centers by comparison with the formal justice system and noted limitations. Indeed, some described the ADR process as speedier or easier to access and understand than formal justice proceedings that involve more bureaucracy. Others mentioned the distrust and dislike of formal justice institutions by communities, and the importance of ADR Centers’ compliance with Somali culture, highlighting that the ADR process is closer to communities as it is based on the application of Xeer and sharia, and focuses on reconciliation and consensus-building among parties to the case.

“\[The Center contributed to the community immensely. There are no effective administrations in the region, so the traditional elders have an active role. Now, their role is formalized. The number of cases received is getting higher.\]

“This Center is significantly valued by the community. Elders had no Center to resolve disputes in the past and used to sit under a tree. Now, elders received stationery and an office. This has helped elders to document the disputes they resolve.”

ADR actors

Some ADR actors specifically identified the added value of ADR Centers by comparison with the formal justice system and noted limitations. Indeed, some described the ADR process as speedier or easier to access and understand than formal justice proceedings that involve more bureaucracy. Others mentioned the distrust and dislike of formal justice institutions by communities, and the importance of ADR Centers’ compliance with Somali culture, highlighting that the ADR process is closer to communities as it is based on the application of Xeer and sharia, and focuses on reconciliation and consensus-building among parties to the case.

![Figure 31: ADR actor views on the value of ADR Centers in their communities*](image-url)
Importantly, references to sharia and Xeer practices were made by ADR actors in connection with the need to promote rights and access to justice. Indeed, the majority of Adjudicators recognized their responsibility to foster equality and protect the rights of marginalized groups such as women, IDPs and minority clans by referring to sharia and traditional Xeer values. Culturally and religiously familiar frames of reference and nuanced language were perceived as more acceptable and adoptable entry points to promote human rights as compared to using international normative references to human rights.

Finally, observation showed that most ADR Centers have a secondary function as community hubs where various community issues of relevance are discussed in a participatory environment. Specifically, Centers in Puntland function as fora for other elders and community leaders to meet outside of working hours, and the Centers in Benadir are also used for community dialogues and other awareness-raising or humanitarian activities.

“IT is a very important Center for a number of reasons. First, it is something that people understand. Second, disputes are resolved in a short period of time without paying money. Third, we document decisions.”

“It was a much-needed Center. The Center advanced community cohesion and healing. People trust this justice mechanism more. It has eased the burden of the courts.”

“The Center has a great value to the community. Most of the people are displaced and vulnerable people. The courts ask these vulnerable communities to open a case file and pay a fee. We have resolved many disputes.”

ADR actors

Gaps and challenges

Common gaps and challenges identified
As established from a combined reading of Figures 32 and 33, ADR actors and Center users shared similar observations with regard to the gaps and challenges in the ADR Centers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gap and Challenge</th>
<th>Number of Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low stipend or stipend delayed</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation and logistics budget insufficient</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Adjudicators insufficient</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited geographic coverage or lack of transportation</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of dedicated building or sufficient space</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community awareness raising needed</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link with formal authorities weak</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security concerns</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate private space for women missing</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office equipment missing</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity strengthening of ADR actors needed</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited geographic coverage or lack of transportation</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 32: ADR actor perspectives on gaps, challenges and areas for improvement in ADR Center operations*
Figure 33: Perspectives of users on areas for improvement in ADR Center operations*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area for Improvement</th>
<th>Number of Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase office space</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthen relationship with other justice actors</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase service delivery capacity</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase public awareness</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide enforcement mechanism or powers to ADR Center</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthen capacity of ADR actors</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand geographic reach</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure service continues to be delivered</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total respondents: 155

**Number of responses**

**Lack of community awareness**

When asked about existing barriers preventing the use of the Centers, as shown in Figures 32 and 33 both ADR actors and ADR Center users reported lack of awareness or understanding of the Centers as a barrier affecting access to justice. For instance, there were reports of individuals thinking that ADR Centers charge fees similar to courts.

“The Centers should be advertised so that people get to know them because many people think that they are private and that they charge money. Even I was thinking the same before I came. So, I would recommend that they spread the word that the services ADR Centers provide are free. People need ADR Centers so much but are not aware of them.”

ADR Center user

In this regard, ADR actors identified a role for paralegals as all respondents interviewed considered that paralegals working in ADR Centers should also provide legal information, education and legal literacy at the community level.

**Limited geographic coverage of ADR Centers**

Transportation and location were also raised as issues, as the Centers have limited geographic coverage due to their distance from some villages as well as the lack of available transportation. This was identified as particularly important for groups such as women, IDPs and minorities, and people with disabilities.

“The main challenge that IDPs, vulnerable people, disabled people and minorities face is that they live far away from the ADR Centers and that distance is a challenge to them since they can’t afford transportation.”

“Mobility challenges: we do not have a vehicle to visit distant places plus lunch and refreshment facilities during site visits. We need branch offices that can work with us in remote areas.”

ADR actors
However, ADR actors and users differ in their proposed solutions. ADR actors specifically focused on the need to increase ADR Centers’ transportation budget to conduct on-site evidence collection or to reach parties living in remote areas. On the other hand, users identified the need to open more Centers or branch offices to expand the geographic coverage of the ADR justice system. One ADR Center user, in particular, noted the need to open an ADR Center in IDP camps, while another highlighted the importance of expanding geographic reach of ADR Centers so that “people are encouraged to go to the ADR Centers rather than police stations for family disputes”.

Lack of financial incentives to ADR actors

Both ADR actors and users underscored the lack of sufficient incentives to ADR actors. From the perspective of users, providing ADR actors with sufficient incentives can help preserve their integrity and accountability as well as improve the effectiveness of ADR Centers.

From the perspective of ADR actors, the insufficient allowance for Adjudicators results in low morale, higher turnover or absenteeism among Adjudicators. Several Adjudicators were not regularly present in the Centers according to their working schedules because they have paid jobs in parallel in order to make a living.

Capacity development needs

Both ADR actors and users identified the need to provide further training to ADR Center staff. Specifically, ADR actors were asked to rank training needs in different capacity areas from very low to very high. International human rights standards (46 per cent), ADR methods (42 per cent) and formal national laws (41 per cent) were the top three capacity areas where the training need was identified as very high. These were followed by sharia law (34 per cent), gender issues (34 per cent), child protection (32 per cent) and case management skills (32 per cent). With regard to case management skills, the need to strengthen Clerks’ case registration skills, in particular, emerged through case file review, which showed that necessary elements of case files are often compiled with approximations or left blank, thus posing problems in relation to accurate reporting.

Gaps and challenges identified by ADR actors

Integration of paralegals

ADR actors were asked their views on the integration of paralegals in ADR Centers and all respondents considered this as useful (49 per cent) or a priority (51 per cent), including providing technical advice on legal aspects to ADR actors (noted as useful by 57 out of 59 respondents). Essentially, many Xeer leaders and sheikhs demonstrated openness and interest in learning new human rights and mediation standards, skills and methods to improve the services they provide at the Centers, with direct support from paralegals.
In Sierra Leone, paralegals are recognized by the Legal Aid Act No. 6 (2012) and recruitment is participatory. The Legal Aid Board assigns paralegals to chiefdoms selected through a process involving local communities and authorities. Moreover, section 14(2) of the Legal Aid Act specifies the functions of paralegals, assigning them an advisory role and function of providing legal assistance and education to both community chiefs and inhabitants, including referring cases to the formal justice system as appropriate. The legitimacy of paralegals at the community level is reinforced by a Community Oversight Board which monitors the work of paralegals. This system of participatory appointment and supervision helps ensure recognition and authority for paralegals within their communities, facilitating effective awareness raising and community outreach activities including dialogues through which chiefs and community members are brought together to exchange views on respective rights and duties.138

In South Sudan, paralegals play a central role in providing access to justice to vulnerable communities affected by poverty and conflict. In addition to legal literacy, legal aid and referral of cases to formal and informal justice authorities, community paralegals engage in advocacy to interact with decision makers and promote change at the community level, including, for instance, lobbying local government officials to introduce female chiefs in lower courts.139 Research has also identified that paralegals are well placed to play an oversight role for customary courts, documenting harmful practices and gender discrimination by chiefs, as well as good practices in handling disputes.140

Lack of a dedicated building and space for ADR Centers

The lack of a dedicated separate building for the Centers was indicated as a challenge by 20 ADR actors, all from Puntland Centers, referring to the fact that ADR Centers do not own their building and are located in rented spaces, which results in multiple logistics management issues. Specifically, an Adjudicator said that relocation from one rented space to another, as has happened with one ADR Center, can make it difficult for community members to find the new location.

Space in facilities was also mentioned as posing a challenge to accessing ADR Centers. The current space allocated to ADR Centers was viewed by ADR actors as too small as it does not allow them to resolve more than one case at a time. Space was seen as particularly important for women as the lack of a private area for disclosing personal or sensitive information creates a barrier for women to access justice. Adjudicators explained that some women are not comfortable standing and speaking in front of elders and only speak openly about their cases in the presence of other women alone. Privacy concerns were also raised by one respondent in Galkayo as a general issue affecting all people seeking justice at ADR Centers: “Some people want to be secretive and don’t bring their clan-specific cases to the ADR Center.”

“We need: a vehicle for Center operations; to increase the salary of Adjudicators; to have our own building instead of having a rented house; regular training for Adjudicators.”

“IDPs need a new ADR Center. They need their own building. We cannot resolve two cases in parallel. The space is small.”

ADR actors


Security challenges

The lack of identity documents was raised as a challenge by 24 per cent of ADR actor respondents, who reported difficulties in being recognized at the entrance to Centers in Benadir (specifically in Hamar-Jajab and Hodan). However, this was identified as a safety measure by the Ministry of Justice aimed at ensuring the security of Adjudicators working in an area that is a target for terrorist attacks. Importantly, security concerns were mentioned by participants as constituting a challenge, both due to the presence of armed groups in Hodan and Karan and in relation to clan disputes where clans may be armed and may react violently to Adjudicators’ decisions or threaten them to obtain a favorable outcome. Hodan, in particular, is the Center receiving the lowest number of disputes, and is not working full-time due to the fact that users are not able to move freely in that area and may be reluctant to access government buildings, where the Center is located, for fear of terrorist attacks.

Gaps and challenges identified by ADR Center users
Lack of power to compel parties to attend case hearings and enforce decisions

Users noted the need to provide ADR Centers with enforcement mechanisms or powers with the twofold aim of reducing referrals to formal justice authorities and increasing compliance by defendants with ADR decisions.

Satisfaction with ADR Center services

Despite the identified gaps and challenges in the operation of the ADR Centers, the overall view of ADR Center users was positive. When Center users were asked if they see the process as fair, regardless of the outcome, a significant majority (90 per cent) agreed, while 3 per cent said the process was not fair, and 7 per cent were not sure. The majority of users felt that they contributed to the outcome or solution (63 per cent), considered their opportunity to be heard was equal and fair (76 per cent), and ranked highly the equality and fairness of treatment of parties (96 per cent) in the ADR process.

Importantly, when asked to rank the legitimacy of Adjudicators (Figure 34), 91 per cent of users surveyed described Adjudicators as either very good (45 per cent) or good (46 per cent). Only five respondents ranked them as poor while one user ranked them as very poor. Moreover, clan representation in the ADR process was also perceived very positively by users, who ranked clan equity in the ADR process as very good by a large majority, at 91 per cent.

“The power and authority of the Center should be increased so that it can execute its decisions. Sometimes it happens that the defendant refuses to come to the Center and if the Center does not have the authority or power to bring the defendant or does not have a close relationship with the police, it will be difficult to implement or accept the decision of the Center.”

ADR Center user
Additionally, when asked to assess the authority of and respect for Adjudicators among their respective communities (Figure 35), 93 per cent of users surveyed ranked Adjudicators’ authority as good or very good. Feedback collected from users is reinforced by observation which points to Adjudicators enjoying a high level of authority in the eyes of parties, who appeared to respect the ADR process and resulting decisions.

Further, 77 per cent of users indicated that they were satisfied with the ADR outcome, as shown in Figure 36.
Similarly, when asked to rank the usefulness of the resolution, as shown in Figure 37, 50 per cent of those surveyed said that the resolution was very good, while 28 per cent said it was good. Of the remainder, 15 per cent did not know, while 5 per cent ranked the resolution as acceptable and only 2 per cent said it was poor.

Further, the majority of users assessed the level of transparency of proceedings within the ADR Centers positively, with 54 per cent ranking it as very good, 35 per cent good, and only 3 per cent ranking the level of transparency as either poor or very poor.

When Center users were asked to assess aspects of their participation in the ADR process, the majority indicated they had received necessary and useful information at the Center (71 per cent), felt they could safely present their case (96 per cent), and had their views and/or opinions heard (94 per cent) and their needs and concerns considered (92 per cent). Overall, the perception of ADR Center users was very positive in most aspects assessed, and when asked to rank the overall performance of the Centers in resolving disputes and enabling access to justice, 78 per cent ranked them good or very good. Importantly, 93 per cent of users indicated feeling that justice had improved in their community since the opening of the ADR Center (Figure 38).
PART IV: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SDG 16 promotes equal access to justice for all to help realize peace and security through strong institutions, especially justice institutions. As reflected in the 2019 Declaration on Equal Access to Justice for All by 2030, justice reforms must be people centered, helping to solve problems, improve the journey to justice, prevent escalation of disputes and provide access to services and equal opportunities for all.

When matched against these criteria, it is clear that ADR Centers in Somalia are improving the accessibility and availability of justice across structural, procedural and normative dimensions of justice. In communities with ADR Centers, services help prevent escalation of conflict and offer timely dispute resolution, with tailored solutions. While barriers to formal courts remain large, ADR Centers offer simple, proportionate and sustainable options that empower participants with meaningful involvement.

While important issues exist that must be addressed, the process and outcomes in ADR Centers are seen as fair and efficiently delivered, at no cost to the user. Inequalities persist, but efforts towards inclusion are progressing, with innovative ideas and solutions to reach and involve women and other marginalized populations, including in remote regions of Somalia. Like in many countries, the ADR Centers studied are part of a system of justice that is imperfect and evolving, providing needed services, which can be strengthened through more holistic community involvement and support. Table 6 provides an overview of ADR Centers and their contribution to SDG 16 indicators.
Table 6: Select SDG 16 targets and indicators and related data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATA COLLECTED RELATED TO SDG 16 TARGETS AND INDICATORS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>16.3.1</strong> Proportion of victims of violence in the previous 12 months who reported their victimization to competent authorities or other officially recognized conflict resolution mechanisms</td>
<td>19 per cent (30/155) of users surveyed were involved in a matter related to domestic violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16.6.1</strong> Primary government expenditures as a proportion of original approved budget, by sector (or by budget codes or similar)</td>
<td>The average yearly cost of one ADR Center is approximately US$40,000 in Puntland and US$50,000 in Benadir (including staff salaries, Adjudicator allowances, operation and building rental costs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16.6.2</strong> Proportion of population satisfied with their last experience of public services</td>
<td>78 per cent of users surveyed ranked the overall performance of ADR Centers as good or very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16.7.1</strong> Proportions of positions (by sex, age, persons with disabilities and population groups) in public institutions (national and local legislatures, public service, and judiciary) compared to national distributions</td>
<td>Of 70 Adjudicators and Clerks in six ADR Centers, 14/70 (20 per cent) are women and 56/70 (80 per cent) are men (as of April 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16.7.2</strong> Proportion of population who believe decision-making is inclusive and responsive, by sex, age, disability and population group</td>
<td>92 per cent of users surveyed said their concerns were considered while 94 per cent said their views and/or opinions were heard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16.8.1</strong> Proportion of population reporting having personally felt discriminated against or harassed in the previous 12 months on the basis of a ground of discrimination prohibited under international human rights law</td>
<td>96 per cent of users surveyed ranked equal and fair treatment in the ADR process as good (31 per cent) or very good (65 per cent) and 95 per cent ranked the ADR process as objective and unbiased</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While remaining gaps and areas for improvement need to be addressed, the strengths of the ADR Center system can help focus and complement the role of formal justice actors in Somalia. Notably, ADR Center services are completely free, which makes it possible for many individuals who cannot afford court fees to access justice. Further, the Centers provide an efficient and quick resolution of disputes through a timely process, free from complexities typical of the formal justice system, which is essential for vulnerable groups and populations affected by poverty. The issues being heard relate primarily to financial and business disputes and women claiming payment of family maintenance bills. Additionally, the ADR decision-making process is based on the mixed application of negotiated settlement and sharia and Xeer law and norms, emphasizing reconciliation and peaceful coexistence of different community members and groups. These features make ADR Centers more aligned with traditional Somali dispute resolution, ensuring resonance with communities.

In all districts studied, a reluctance by individuals to access justice through formal avenues, coupled with the lack of capacity or willingness of courts and police to address GBVAW or other abuse cases, make the Centers a predominant option for accessing justice. Promising practices and findings identified through the study indicate further potential for ADR Centers to fill justice gaps, particularly with regard to referring victims/survivors and vulnerable parties to adequate support services. Moreover, the special role undertaken by women ADR actors in ensuring equal participation and safety of female parties emerged clearly.

Challenges and areas for improvement remain in relation to the capacity and skills of ADR actors on jurisdictional aspects, legal and human rights standards and safeguards for the vulnerable, notably with regard to participation of children and protection of victims/survivors of violence. In particular, protection mechanisms for women to prevent further or potential violence should be strengthened by ensuring: appropriate assessment of danger in cases when the ADR Center has knowledge of women being subjected to violence, even violence that is not considered “severe”; evidence collection; and access to comprehensive services for victims/survivors, including through closer cooperation with local women’s organizations. Representation of minorities and vulnerable groups in ADR Centers could be further
enhanced through strengthening the role of women Adjudicators and building the capacity of paralegals in acquiring a stronger role in informing parties of their rights, referring cases beyond ADR jurisdiction to competent authorities, and monitoring and overseeing the ADR process more broadly. Moreover, further capacity building is needed for ADR actors on case recording and management, accountability and case file data reporting mechanisms, which emerged as weak or inconsistent between different Centers.

While a mapping of relevant services and civil society organizations aimed at creating systematic referral pathways for victims/survivors appears essential, capacity building of the police and formal courts emerged as another priority area for further programming, particularly in relation to respective jurisdictional scope, procedural safeguards for victims/survivors of violence and other vulnerable categories, and strengthening coordination and cooperation with ADR Centers.

With dedicated investment by the Somali Government and a supportive international community, access to justice for all and inclusion, justice and peace can continue to advance through ADR Centers. This is not without significant challenges, and long-term commitment and efforts are required, moving beyond ad hoc and fragmented efforts. Center users signaled clear value and benefit from the six Centers studied, but this can only be sustained through dedicated engagement and investment in the evolution of traditional systems that support access to justice for all Somalis.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND ENTRY POINTS TO IMPROVE ACCESS TO JUSTICE FOR ALL

The research findings identify the following recommendations and action areas for Government and partners with sustained donor support for future ADR policy and programming in Somalia:

> Increase representation of all constituencies in ADR Centers: include youth representatives in support functions, include IDP focal points within adjudicator rosters, further promote representation of clan minorities present in communities, and ensure equal representation of women as Clerks and paralegals, and on adjudicating rosters.

> Extend and locate ADR Center operations to reach wider geographic and populous areas: emphasize areas around IDP camps, remote areas, and areas particularly affected by poverty, including through the use of mobile operations with adjudication on-site.

> Increase community awareness and understanding of the purpose and operation of ADR Centers: reinforce existing awareness-raising activities through further targeted community dialogues and radio programs, including enhanced involvement of paralegals in community outreach activities.

> Ensure long-term sustainability of ADR Center operations and expansion: provide dedicated human resources, budget and capacity from Federal or State Ministries of Justice to integrate ADR Centers within the justice system of Somalia, while preserving flexibility and independence. Community outreach activities can reinforce a sense of ownership of the Centers by communities to foster collaboration and volunteer support networks at the local level, including through continued use of the premises as community hubs to conduct humanitarian and awareness-raising activities outside of working hours in collaboration with civil society organizations.

> Allocate sufficient budget to ADR Center operations and promote a more flexible financial management model: to facilitate logistical operations and office administration and provide the necessary equipment to ensure optimal case management within ADR Centers, ensure sufficient budget allocations and gradually promote financial autonomy to allow ADR staff to respond to unpredictable expenditures and circumstances related to case management, including transportation support for users coming from remote areas or costs related to the collection of evidence.

> Promote transparent financial operations: ensure accountability of spending, initially through implementing partners and then with gradual and more direct management of operations including in relation to office equipment, transportation and administration.

> Continue to review jurisdiction and adjust the SOPs: based on evidence and in consultation with ADR stakeholders, continue to monitor, update and amend the SOPs when justified, with consideration towards:

> Sections 6 and 7: guidance on degrees of severity of harm and a review of appropriate jurisdiction to promote timely, fair and affordable justice, especially following further capacity building and study in relation to matters such as uncontested divorce, which predominately affects women, and matters in relation to land, which often fail to find resolution at the Centers; and
Section 27: detailed guidance that includes handling cases of children victims/survivors of violence or abuse, including a tailored protocol for referral to competent authorities and child-support services; and adequate response in GBVAW cases, especially appropriate assessment of further risks for victims/survivors of violence or their family members and that victims/survivors are empowered through participation in the ADR process.

Conduct a regular program of continuing professional development for ADR actors, emphasizing similarities with sharia and Xeer law and utilize frequent refresher training to focus on key areas of concern: strengthen capacity of Adjudicators, paralegals and Clerks through training and development focused on: the SOPs and procedural safeguards for victims/survivors of violence and abuse, particularly women, children and other vulnerable parties; human rights standards and specifically gender equality; the Constitution; dispute resolution methods; and case management and recording.

Make concerted efforts to strengthen procedural safeguards for GBVAW victims/survivors and other vulnerable individuals:

- Build capacity of ADR actors on a victim/survivor-centered approach, psychosocial first aid – including assessment of further risk of violence – and safe identification of services and referrals
- Ensure ADR Centers have safe and separate spaces for female staff to hear sensitive cases brought by GBVAW victims and other vulnerable individuals
- Map legal, social and health support services and ensure focal points are identified and appropriate networks and referral pathways created
- Develop a referral and follow-up protocol through a participatory and culturally sensitive process for cases involving GBVAW and child abuse, to be annexed to the SOPs and made available in printed format in Somali in every Center
- Conduct focused capacity building on the content of the referral and follow-up protocols for all ADR actors upon appointment to function and periodically thereafter.

Continue to strengthen the role of paralegals within ADR Centers: focus on jurisdictional aspects of both ADR Centers and formal justice authorities, as well as awareness raising and providing basic legal aid and legal literacy to community members, including in remote areas of IDP camps, referring victims/survivors of violence or parties to disputes to formal justice and ADR actors as appropriate, and strengthening community dialogue and accountability.

Provide hard copies of relevant legal resources and regulations in Somali in all Centers: beginning with the SOPs and the Constitution, develop and provide simple and easy-to-use versions of legal resources for ADR actors.

Encourage collaboration and information sharing among different ADR Centers: through regular exchanges and peer learning activities coordinated nationally, identify lessons and good practices on ADR. This could be done through regular participatory dialogues or periodic short-term secondments of ADR staff members to other Centers.

Provide for mechanisms of oversight and monitoring of ADR Center operations: to reinforce accountability of all ADR actors and overall transparency and efficiency of ADR Centers, consider accountability mechanisms such as a code of conduct, reporting templates to regularly report on performance to Ministry of Justice focal points, regular on-site visits and monitoring by Ministry of Justice representatives as well as oversight and reporting by paralegals.

Establish a standardized data collection system across ADR Centers: ensure that information is collected at regular intervals and in a consistent manner that enables data aggregation across different Centers, regions and districts to inform justice policy.

Strengthen referral pathways with formal justice authorities: collaborate with formal justice actors, including the police, courts and district and other local government actors, to promote understanding of the functioning of ADR Centers and jurisdictional issues, as well as waiver or removal of court fees for vulnerable and indigent individuals.

Establish regular coordination mechanisms: ensure information sharing between formal authorities, ADR Centers, community organizations and support service providers to foster coordination for referrals, understand gaps and barriers, and facilitate cooperative solutions to unmet justice needs.
Strengthen formal justice institutions: prioritize efforts to strengthen the police and courts in locations where these institutions are not operational or have significant capacity gaps, including adequate capacity building on responding to GBVAW and other serious crimes, emphasizing gender sensitivity, non-discrimination and anti-corruption to ensure timely, expeditious and fair trials. Strengthening should be done through an approach aimed at increasing cultural sensitivity and responsiveness to community needs to facilitate wider access, including by women and vulnerable groups for serious crime prosecution. In particular, the Federal and Member States Ministries of Justice should ensure that no fees or other court charges are imposed on victims/survivors of GBVAW seeking justice through the formal systems.
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